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PREFACE.

The world was created, according Co die old Testament,

shout 4000 years before the birth of Chris,!. The earlier of

1 h e .orientalists, some of whom tool: to the study of

Sanskrit with commendable zeal and Industry, set to them-

selves the arduous task of compiling political and literary

histories of India. In so doing., they were confronted with a

mass of materials found in the Indian chronicles, called lire

Puranas, which claim for the Indians a civilization which com-

menced thousands and thousands of years before the birth

of Christ. It is a claim which these orientalists found it

unable to support, in as much as they could not con-

ceive of the existence of the world prior to 40fJ0 B. C. The

composition of the Vedas of the Hindus was ;h ere fore

placed by these scholars between ISCW and 500 H. C, the

authenticity of the Puranas was rejected, and the Ramayana

and the Mahabharotu were treated as mere epics without any

historical foundation at all. Advance of knowledge in recent

times lias served 1o remove from the minds of present-day

scholars the implicit faith in Lite biblical dogma referred to

above. Yet., it is an almost universal belief with the edu-

cated people of modern Limes that the world was created

only a few thousand years ago. and that the oldest civiliza-

tion cannot date farlhcr back than, say, 15 thousand years

before Christ. Thi> assumption would seeiu to he most

ahsard to those who have entered into the spirit of the

ancient Indian culture, unbiased by any judgment passed hy

modern scholars on the antiquity of such a culture. Tire

idea of the obsolete creation of the Universe, oul of nothing,

at a particular point of time, is more titan an ordinary

hunt an being can conceive, in as much as it involves an



attribution to God of inch human characteristics as desire,

want, and striving for the an a in men? of an wished Fo r object,

and tbits red aces him to the level of an imperfect and human

being. W e arc, therefore, justified in assuming without en-

tering upon a philosophical discussion of the subject, that the

world is eternal with God and creation means nothing more

than the rc-constniction and re-moulding of matter, which,

to a certain extent, lakes place every moment. If the world

is eternal— and it cannot be otherwise — what justification

there is for the assumption that the civilisation of which we

can have only a glimpse, through records of a few (lion sand

years only, is the only civilization known to the world ? is

It nol quite reasonable to assume thal an infinite number of

movements of civilization came upon and passed away from

the face of the earth? We have, of course, no history of

these civilizations, and naturally so. Can history have a

record of what rakes place during an infinite number of

years ? Modem people have compiled a history for the Last

few centuries only. Lei them proceed in their present

method of compilation for a few thousand years more, and

I hey would find the task to be hopeless. It is physically

impossible for a human being to go through a history which

contains a detailed survey of all thai takes place during, say,

ten thousand years, nol 1o speak of a Longar period. Wt
may, therefore, safely assume that Lhc idea of keeping a

chronological and detailed history of the world most he

given up after, say, fifteen thousand years, if not earlier.

What would our historians do ihen ? They w ould, in all

probability, cull oai of the past history some of the mosl im-

portant facts and arrange them in a method which was

followed by the authors of the Indian Puranag,. The Puranas

are nothing hut records of kings, sages, and important events

that look place, in some cases, many thousands of years apart

from one another. These records have been retained in the
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Pur ei lias ci illy on account of their moral, social, and religious

significance. The a ne tern Indium, realised Line futility of

keeping a detailed history of the world which is eternal, and

of rheii own civilization, which, we have every reason 1o

believe, was the moat ancient known io the modem world,

and had therefore to record ancient events of especial im-

portance in a way which differs from the method followed by

the modern historians. That being so. we cannon discard

the authenticity of the Puranas and consider them as a collec-

tion of mythical legends and anecdotes only.

We look upon the Puranas as having a historic basis.

They are. with the Vedas and the T annas, ihe most ancient

literature of the Indians that have been preserved, after

countless acts of destruction of books and libraries by igno-

rant people. The comparative modernness of the language

in which [he Puranas and Lhc Tsnlras were written does not

justify the conclusion that they arc of comparatively modern

origin, in as much us the language of the Tantras and Ihe

Puranas have been, for obvious i casons. levised from time to

time, and new faces introduced inlo 111 is group of literature.

According to the Pm anas, the world is eternal, creation

being taken to mean periodical reconstruction after dissolu-

tion. The age of the present Kalpa, i.v., of the world from

the time of lls last reconstruction to the current year is

1955, SS5027 years This Is a figure which is based upon a

tradition, as transmitted from generation to generation,

through oui science, history, and scriptures.

It is not expected Lhat the majority of Lhc modern
scholars would accept these views, at any rate, the present

generation of them
;
hut 111 is much can be asserted without

ihe least hesitation Hint Endian civilisation is much older

than hiLherto it lias been considered to be. I propose to

furnish the educated public with materials warranting a

revision of the ideas hitherto entertained by them wiLh



regard to the antiquity of the Endian civilization. I have

touched upon the subject broadly in this paper, nndei four

different headings, vii. u> P hall ism and the spread of

Indian culture, (2) Gipsies and the spread of Indian culture,

| .Vi Indian chemistry and its antiquity, and (4) Words

borrowed from Sanskrit. Each of Lit esc would justify

my views that ear estimate about the antiquity of Indian

civilization is to he revised in the light of a huge mass of

materials to be found in Indian books which have not yet

been si u died aL all by modern scholars. As for instance,

I may point oat that books on astrology and chemistry, the

Pmanas, and the Tuntras have not been studied properly and

intensively. It is high time 111 at these books should be

studied carefully and Ihcir contents utilised with a view to

build up a history of ancient Indian culture and civilization.

It is a pity char no Indian University has hitherto made any

arrangement for the teaching of such subjects as Indian

chemistry and medicine, Indian astronomy and astrology,

the Tuntras, and lire Puranas These are subjects which are

more suited to dhc spirit and genius of the Indians lhan are

some of the subjects on which our educated countrymen have

been wasting their time and energy without any appreciable

benefit, moral or material, to themselves or to their country.

As regards the extent to which L have availed myself of

the work:* of ot Iters, and tire portion* of the thesis which E

claim u* original. \ have clearly indicated them in their

proper places. The following is a rough list of books show-

ing the sources on which 1 depended mainly for male rials

for my thesis :

—

1 . En eye lopocdia of Ethics a nd Re I igi on.

2. Eneyclopoedia Brilanica.

.1. Works of Chaucer, Spencer, and other mediaeval

English authors.
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4. Books on Philology.

5. Some of the Pwra.ii as and [he Taniraa,

6. Boots on J iiclian astronomy and astrology.

7. Books on Indian Medicines.

8. All the available hoots and manuscripts on inorganic

chemistry and alchemy of the Hindus, some of

which have not yet been published.

9. History of Hindu chemistry by Dr. P. C. Roy.

K>. Chemistry Ln Iraq and Persia in the I fhtli century

A. D. hv H. E. Stapleton M.A. C.SC. (Oxonb

. I Phallism in ancient worship by H. M . WesUoppc and

P. S. Wale.

12. 14310101 History of Language by T. CL Tucker.

12. Life of Paracelsus by SwaLnson.

14. I. a fc of Paracelsus by Hartmann.

15. Ancient History of the Near East, by H. R. Hail.

Its Virgin of the World by Dr. Anna Kings ford and

Edward Maitland.

17. Work s of Robert Boy I e

4i 'A. Grey Street,

Ctskassa.

The 7th Mari:h.l92&.

BE-U DJ-B MOOKEEUL
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Indian Civilization and it

s

antiquity.

CHAPTER. L

PlIALLISW AND THE SPREAD OF INDIAN

Culture.

Tilt Indians have been worshipping Lhe

emblem of God, "Siva 11

, from time out

of memory
;
but litis worship has noi been

confined, all a long lo India only. There is

ample testimony in modern times to the

lacl that Phalli sm was prevalent in almost

every country, in the dim ages of antiquity.

Even to-day, there has not been a total ex-

tinction of the rites in connection with

phallism from countries like Japan. China,

Indonesia, and the Pacific Archipelago. At

one time it ran rampant among the aboriginal

races of Africa ami America, and exercised

a considerable Inlluenoe upon their social and

religious customs. The Bible and some other

sacred scripinres inform us that in days of

yore, phallus-worship found particular favour

with the people of Assyria, Judea, Syria, Asia

Minor, Babylon, and other countries. Some
time ago, several phallic emblems ofdieties

Fhaltm mrar-

ship has; not

lx .'ii Liin>

fl Ik’d Ili

India unly.

it was prac-

liscd Ml

ancient

Mini's in

man}' purLs
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2 PHALUSM
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were obtained by excavation it* Babylon,

These were found to bear complete resem-

blance to the Endian emblem of God, "Siva".

]n several parts of ancient Egypt, various gods

tinder the names of (them (akin to Sanskrit,

"Kshema, 1
' meaning "Siva'), Horns (Sans.

' r

Ilara'
r

?)t Osiris (Sans. "Iswara" 7 ), Sebek

(Sans. ’’Sivaka" ?), Seb (Sans. "Siva 7”), and

SiHiLEiis : i Sj:,iphis (Sans. 'S,i : ). o: :li^-

same god, under these different denomina-

tions, used to be worshipped. In the majority

of cases, phallic emblems and, in some cases,

tigers and snakes used to be worshipped, in

connection with the adoration of the said

gods. A lot of phallic emblems are still to

be found carved on the walls of the Egyp-

tian Pyramids. It is a matter of common
knowledge that Phallism prevailed almost

universally Ln ancient Europe, and that the

Christian missionaries had to move heaven

and earth in banishing it from that continent.

Yet, the rite* and practicei^ in connection

with phallism have not yet completely dis-

appeared from that part of the globe, even

after two thousand years of hard struggle.

The habit of worshipping a phallic emblem

was so deep-rooted in the minds of the

common people of Europe that the cere-

monies connected with phallic worship are

still observed in Viza (capital of the Thraci
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an kings of Greece)* by the Christian* as

well as the Gipsies of the locality, who ore

of Indian origin. It has been proved in

another chapter of thi* hook lit at, in ages

Long forgotten, Ihe fore-fathers of these

Gypsies left their primitive home in India,

and migrated into the different parts of the

world, and especially of Europe. They

speak dialed* which have mainly been

derived from Sanskrit. A lot of phallic em-

blem* are si ill found lo he preserved in

several pari* of Ireland, and e*peciaily inside

some of the churches. These images are

called’
,

Sheila-na-gig
1

' (Siva linga ) by the

Local people. Phalltsm was prevalent in

Italy for several centuries. As a result of

excavation in many parts of England and

Scotland, a lot of phallic images have been

dug out. These are exactly the places

where the Roman conquerors of England

had built their easlles and settlements. It

appears from this that the Romans were

probably the people who introduced Phallic

worship into the British i*!es. There is

plenty of evidence to show that in ancient

times phaElism figured prominently in ihe

religious praclice* of the people ofGermany

and France. It ha* been ascertained that

* See "PhAllism" in Encyclopoedb of Ethics
and Religion.
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I he people of Lithuania who speak a dialect

containing innumerable Sanskrit words and

had retained their heathenism up to the

middle of the 1 4th. century, had pre-emi-

nently been a race of phallus-worshippers

till they were eo nape lied to adopt Christianity

as a result of their defeat in a fierce and

prolonged crusade launched against them by

the combined Christian forces of Europe.

Phallism was first introduced into Europe

in connection wiLh the worship of the Greek

god. Bacche or Bacchus or Dtonystis. There

was a time whem Bacchus was worshipped

all over As hi Minor, and especially in Phry-

gia and Lydia, with great pomp and

enthusiasm. In the tatter-mentioned places,

the god was named "Sabagius" (Sans.

"Sabasayi") and Bagaios (Sails. "Bakes"], [n

many parts of' Greece, the orgies in connec-

tion with the worship of this god used to be

held at dead of night in temples illuminated

with the glare of thousands of burning

torches, amidst the revelry of its votaries

frantic with wine. In many cases, most

abominable practices and mystic rites were

performed in connection with such festivals.

Among animals, bulls, goals, tigers, and

serpents were favourite to this god, who had

a sceptre called thyrsus (Sans, trisul ?}

and a drinking bowl in his hand, and a bull's
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horn, called the bo™ of plenty, hung on his

head. The mode of worship of Bacchus

and of his symbol, the phallus, is said to

have been described in details in a set of

sec re i books ca]]ed the "Sibylline" hooks.

There is a slory in connection with the

origin of the word "Sibylline". Once an

old woman, named Sibylla, offered in sell a

poem, consisting of 9 volumes, to king Tar-

quinus Prisons for an exorbitant price. On
l he king refusing in accept this offer, the

woman went away and burnt the three out

of (he nine volumes. She came back to Ihe

king and offered to sell (he remaining six

volumes for the amount originally demanded.

This time also the king refused in agree to

Ihe proposal of the old woman, w ho, again, left

the king's court, and burnt three more
volumes. Again did she approach Ihe king

with her offer to sell the remaining three

volumes tor the price she demanded before.

The king, surprised al Ihe strange conduct

of ihe woman, agreed id buy. out of mere

curiosity, the remaining Ihree volumes for

(he price demanded by ihe woman. These

books, w‘hich are no longer extant, were held

in high esleem by the Romans of old. They

are said to have contained a forecaste about

the future history of Rome and many other

strange matters including Ihe mode of

MdUL' df
wjusliip
presLiribcJ

In SibylliiLi:

biHilts. mri

uxtunl

.

Slury j.KiuL

tin: miuin ill

tin? TV!!id.

"Sybil Iiiil'."'
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phallus worship. According to this story,

which has long been rejected as being false

and without any foundation, those books

were named after Sybil] a, the old woman.

No one now believes that (hose books had

any connection with the old woman, named

Sybilla, who is believed to he a creature of

fiction. What then is the origin of the

name Sybilline 7 1 1 is for us lo consider

whether the name Sybil line has got any

connection with the Indian word "'Sibling"

or Shiva-linga (Phallus of Siva).

Traces of the influence of Phalltsm still

exist even in Tibei and Bhutan. The Lamas

of Tibet are the most devoted to the chanting

of sacred texts. During ihe greater part of

the day, these Lamas are found io revolve

what are known to he their prayer-wheels

and to utter, all the time they do so, a sacred

text, via, aft r rv.T.
- "Om mani padme hum.”

The text stands in a very close relation to

the worship of the Phallic emblem of the

Indian God, Siva. The word "Mani" in the

language of the Tantras, means the Phallic

emblem of Siva, and "Padma" means the part

of phallic image which is known in India to

he the "Gouripatta."' It appears from the

above that there is still a very strange com-

mingling of Buddhism and Hindusim in the

religious practices of the people of Tibet and
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Bhutan. Those who have been to Darjeeling

might have noticed that there are two priests

in the temple of Mahakala Siva (in the Ob-

servatory hills), one of them being a Nepali

Brahman and the other a Jibuti a Buddhist.

The former performs his worship with the

help of sacred texts uttered in Sanskrit,

whereas, the latter uses the Bhutia language

for the daily worship of the very same God.

Et has already been said that Phullism was

in vogue in Japan also, even during the

palmy days of Buddhism in that country.

There is another form of religion in Japan

which goes under the name of "Shintoism",

of which Phailism constitutes a prominent

feature. Even to-day. numerous Phallic

images are found to be preserved in the

Shinto monasteries of Japan.

In diLys of yore, phallic emblems were

worshipped in several parts of America, and

especially in Mexico, Peru, the llyti island,

etc. On their first entrance into America,

the Spaniards found that phallic images

were worshipped and. preserved carefully in

the temples all over the country. A phallic

image in Dahomi in Africa is styled by the

people as "Lengha", the greatest of the

gods.* The word "Lengba" might have

* See Phailism in ancient worship by H. M.
Westropp and K. Wute.
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been derived from the Sanskrit "Linga-

deba."

The question with which we are now

confronted Li "In what part of the Globe did

Phallism first originate '.
,M

Indian.* in genera]

will naturally come to conclude, from what

ha* already been said, that India is l he birth

place of phallism, and thal it spread, in

course of time from India to the rest of the

world, especially in view of the facts (hat it

is India where phallism has been systemati-

cally practised and is still excersing a very

potent influence on the religious lives of the

Hindus, However natural and rational this

belief may appear to us, we cannot expect

the civilized World to accept this theory

until a clear evidence is adduced in support

of it. On the other hand, some modern

scholars are disposed to think that the con-

ception of phallism occurred to the primitive

people, all over the world, independent of

any suggestion being received by one people

from another. The reason on which they

base their assumption is that human nature

is everywhere the same
;

it is therefore

natural that the mind of man will act uni-

formly all over the world. It is a fact whielt.

according to these scholars, can also explain

satisfactorily the independence of growth

and similarity in character of religious
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beliefs and superstitions all over the world.

If this is borne in mind, we shall have no

justification for believing that a particular

country is indebted in this respect to some

other country. However cogent and subs-

tantial this theory may appear to lis. it can-

not properly be applied to the genesis of

pliallism, as will be seen later on. Some

scholars Slave gone a step further and. asseri

that in the primitive uncivilized age, when the

power of thinking was still immature, man
was incapable of comprehending that there

could he any work of creation apart from

sexual relations. That is the reason why

these scholars think that Phaliism had its

origin in the uncivilised stale of society. If

we care to accept this assertion as true, we

shall have, perforce, to put implicit faith in

Darwin's theory of Evolution,, or in olhei

words, we must lake it for granted that in

the primordial stale of society, when men
JIrst appeared on the face of Hie earth, they

were utterly uncivilised and led solely hv

blind impulses of nature, without being acted

upon by any thing transcendental or super-

natural, and that in course of time, through

the instrumentality of natural forces, they

succeeded at last in acquiring tlseir present

human mind and physique. In the opinion

of these scholars, our primitive ancestors.
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such as Brahma, Mann, Daksha, etc., were

mute and barbarous creatures like the ourang

oulang, a ltd their descendants acquired [he

power of speech through the blessed agency

of natural forces. If we were to give cre-

dence to Lh is theory, we must say that neither

God nor any supernatural force had ever any

hand in the formation and development of

man's body and mind. It Is needless lo say

that to many a scholar (he forceful ness of

Hus out and out materialistic theory of mun-

dane evolution will appeal very strongly ;

but to some of us il will appear to be ex-

tremely crude and childish. It might he

very difficult to prove the existence of God,

hut it is not at alt impossible to point out

numerous indications of the existence of

supernatural forces, and their diverse effects.

Modem science is powerless to unravel the

mystery underlying even an infinitesimal part

of the eternal and endless universe. As a

matter of lact, Darwin's theory is no longer

accepted by the most distinguished of the

modern scientists and philosophers. Many of

us know how Dr. Martineau and a train

of distinguished philosophers have proved iL

to he untenable, and established its utter

worthlessness by a volley of irrefutable logic.

Elowever, to avoid prolixity and complexity

of delails, we refrain from entering into a philo-
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sophical dLscu^ioii of the subject. It would

be enough here to mention that it' the

theories stated above regarding the genesis of

phallism were true, the phenomenon of
phallic worship would have become more

prevalent amongst the barbarous tribes of

the modern world, a conclusion which is not

at all warranted by facts. India is pre-emi-

nently noted for phallism
;
and what do we

find here ? Et is no exaggeration to say that

phallism does not at all prevail among (he

uncivilized races of India, nor is there any

evidence to indicate lltal it did so, in days of

yore. Neither can it he said that it origi-

nated from the inordinate lust for sexual

gratification of its uncivilized votaries, it

can not he said that a predominance of

sexuality is a special feature to he noticed

among the Indian votaries of Siva, who is

never worshipped publicly without being

represented by a phallic image. On the

other hand, in the majority of cases, the real

votaries of Siva me found to he characterised
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hy a strict abstinence and sometimes by a

total renunciation of earthly pleasures.

These are facts the truth of which has been

testified to even hy the contributor of the

article ’Thai l ism” in Encyclopaedia of

Ethics and Religion.

There is another class of ethnologists
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who are of opinion that phallism lirst origi-

nated in Assyria and its neighbourhood,,

whence if spread to Itidia and other countries

in (he easl, and to Egypt and G recce in Lhe

west, hut they have not been able to adduce

any evidence in support of their assumplian.

So we need not enter into a discussion of

their opinion.

It ha* now to he ascertained, in what

pari of the globe ph a LI ism tirst originated,

and in this connection, a question which

naturally arises in our mind is, how did iL

come to be iniroduecd into Greece ?

it has already been said that phalfism was

introduced first into Greece, and then, into

lhe other countries of Europe, in connection

with the worship of Dionysus or Daeehe or

Bacchus. Now, Baeche or Bacchus was not

a god of tndegenous origin to Greece. Elis

worship, which was imported from elsewhere,

was established in Greece, after a good deal

of re id stance from lhe people. If Bacchus

was nol tndegenous to Greece, we shall have

to trace the country where he came to he

adored for the first time. It has been

ascertained that, in ages Long gone by, the

worship of Bacchus was celebrated with

great pomp in Asia minor, and especially in

Ihose parts of lhe country which were

known by the names of Lydia and Phrygia,
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Hie people of which used to call the god. the

"Indian Bacchus" U has also been known BacdB'h
.'j_L |-.

that tlie annual return cl' Lb is god from India

used, to be celebrated every year in spring

lime in a great festival held in Mount
Ymolus in Lydia. If there is an element of

truth in these narratives, we shall have

in admit that a god, or a human being re-

garded as such, had. In days of yore, gone

over from India to Asia minor, Greece, and

some other countries where lie subsequently

introduced phallic worship with its attendant

rites and ceremonies.

We have next to enquire whether any

reference to this "Indian Bacche or Bacchus"

can he found in our Puranas* or ancient

chronicles. If we succeed in our attempt,

there would no longer be any ground for the

assertion that Lite story of Indian Bacchus is

only an idle myth having no historical founda-

tion at all. Fortunately, our search in this

direction has not been in vain.

In course of our search, we have, quite Vex, Jik™ is

unexpectedly, come across a passage in

Chapter VI of the Bamana Puranam, which

Is there iiav

refcrctice to

this "Indian
Bacchic" in

'li.- Plil ; 1 1 1 ;

i

* The Putanas arc of a vary ancient origin.

They contain records of very ancient facts, consi-

dered important, noi from the point of view of
history hut from that of society and religion. They
have been revised, modernised, and made up to

dare from time to time.
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throws a good deal of light on the origin of

Phallic worship. An extract from the passage

is reproduced below :
—

"'First of all T Brahma”

selected for his own worship a phallic image

of the God Shiva as yellow as gold, arid

then prescribed four different kinds of images

for l he four different orders or castes of

society. In other words, he prescribed, for

worship, a phallus of white colour to be used

by the Brahmanas, of a red colour to be used

by the Kshatriyas, of a yellow colour to be

used by the Vaisyas, and of a black colour

to be used by the Shudras. Brahma also

compiled four different kinds of scriptures

for use by the four different casles in (he

matter of worshipping the Phallic Deity.

Shaktri. son of Viswamdra. adopted the first

mode of worship. Gopayana was his dis-

ci pie.. . T lie sage Apastamba adopted the

third mode of worship. Baka, King of

Cfeelha (Crete ?), a Vaisya by Caste, was his

disciple.'"

It will be abundantly clear from the

above account that an Indian sage, named

Apastamba, was an ardent worshipper of the

Phallic Deity, and that Baka, King of

Crcelha, an Indian Vaisya by caste. w‘as his

disciple. That Baka was no other than

Bacche or Bacchus of the Greek ( and Assy-

rian) mythology, and "Creetha" was no other
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than the island of Crete in the Mediterranean

Sea would have to be admitted even toy Ihe

most sceptic of the human beings. Now we
see that according to the Indian chronicles,

13 aka. King of Creelba and an Indian toy

birth, was one of ihe pioneer worshippers of

the phallic Deity, The same accounl is

corroborated by chronicles and trad il ions of

Lhe west, according to which, the man or god-

man who introduced Phallic worship into

Greece, Egypt, Asia minor, ami the adjoining

provinces w‘as the '’Indian Baeche" or

Bacchus.

It was in Greece and its neighbourhood

that Phallism was first practised in Europe.

Gradually it spread over ihe rest of the

continent. It has already been said that

Phallie worship used to be celehraied with

great pomp and splendour in Egypt arid

Asia minor. That Osiris, the chief of the

Egyptian gods, was no oilier than Bacchus

in one of his varied forms, was admilied by

the ancient Greek historians. Sophocles has

remarked tiial Bacchus exercised such a

mighty influence on the minds of the people

of Italy that it would be no exaggeration

to say that (his god was virtually the only

ruler of Italy. This god was found to be

worshipped under the name of I [ebon

(Shiva ) in Campania. The worship of

1)1' (ii'j'j!. unit

Asx^riun

r,ivih;!j;’i7 \ .

L ii Ill'll Os-iris

i n Eijjypi.

3 Cuban in

Luinfiania.
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IIebon wai generally accompanied with that

of his wife, Ilebe (Shiva ? ) who was also

known by [he name of Kore (Gouri ? )
and

Demeter (Deomata ?). Bacchus had a cspe-

ciaL liking for a bull and a tiger. lie carried

a trident called Thyrsus (trisul ?) and a

drinking howl in bis hands, while a horn of

ox was found hanging from his head. This

is a description which in every detail applies

well lo the Hindu God, Shiva, U would

l hereto re not he unreasonable lo infer from

the above that Shiva, the Hindu God, was

identical with I [ebon or Bacchus, and that

Gouri, the consort of Siva, used to be wor-

shipped in the different parts of Lhe western

world under the names of Kore (Gouri),

Hebe (Shiva), Demeter (Deomata), etc.

Now, the question which presents itself is

this : If Baka. lhe I Eidian King of Creetha

was identical with Bacche or "Indian

Bacchus'", how was it that Bneehe or Bacchus

is described as having the same external

features as Shiva, the god worshipped by

Baka ? The answer to this somewhat
puzzling question is tit is, that Baka (Bacche

or Bacchus) himself was not the god Shiva

or llebon, whose phallic emblem used lo be

worshipped in Greece and other countries.

Baka or Bacche (or Bacchus) was the votary

of the god Shiva or llebon, who is repre-
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sented as a god always followed by a bull

and a tiger and having a trident and a drink-

ing bowl In his hands, with a horn of bull

hanging from his head. In accordance with

the instructions given in the Hindu scriptures,

a votary should try to assume all the charac-

teristics of l he god he worships. Agreeably

to this instruction, Bacche appears lo have

assumed all the external features of Shiva,

or 3 lebon. the god whom he worshipped,

[n course of time, people came to forget the

difference between the worshipper and the

worshipped,-—between Bacche and llebon

(or Shiva)—and came to identify llebon with

Bacche or Bacchus. To sum up, it was

the sage B aka. the Endian King of Crete,

who was known by the name of "Indian

Bacchus" in Lydia, etc, and came to intro-

duce the w'o-rfihLp of i he Phallic emblem of

the God Shiva (or llebon) into the western

countries, it was he who, surrounded by

his ardent followers, frantic with wine, took

the lead in the nocturnal revelries held in

connection wilh the worship of the phallic

emblem of the God, Shiva (Hehon or Dio-

nysus). The god whose worship was

ini reduced by Baku (Bacche or Bacchus)

inlo l he w estern countries was phallus (Sans.

PhaLesh), Dionysus (Sans. Duriesh) > or

Hebon (Shiva). The word 'phalesh
1

which,

2

this was In
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in Sanskrit, means one who is a giver of

fruits, is, according to Tod, author of Rajs-

than, and some other scholars, one of the

names of Die Hindu God, Shiva. It has

already been said that the people of the

west came to forget, in course of time, the

difference between Bacehe (Bacchus) and

llebon between the worshipper and the

worshipped, and thus it was that Bacchus

came to be identified with llebon, and

worshipped as the god who was represen-

ted, in ancient times, by a phallic emblem

almost all over the world, and is still so

represented in India alone. The word
" Dionysus," according to Westropp, is a

corruption of the Sanskrit " Deonishi"

[meaning god of night)— an epithet which

may be applicable to ” Shiva/' To me the

word " Dionysus ''
is a clear contraction of

the Sanskrit Dunesha ( )
which is

compounded of the two words. Duna and

Isha. The word " Duna," in the language

of astrology, means the conjugal relation

iis indicated by the seventh house, i. e., the

house which is Hit) degrees off from the

ascendant, whereas "isha" means one who
controls, it does not require much stretch

of imagination to understand that the God

Shiva should be known by the name of

’’Dunesha,
1

' in as much as he was believed
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[ls be the supporter and controller of con-

jugal relations, the combiner of prakriti ami

purusha- -matter ami soul, and the originator

of the whole universe.

It is interesting to note that there is

a marked similarity between the names of

the Indian God Siva and those of the

gods introdued into the western countries

in connection with phallic worship. A

little reflection will make it clear that

every one of these names Is a contracted or

corrupted form of some one of the several

names of Siva. The names of the gods

introduced in connection with phallic worship

into Asia Minor were as follows .—Chemos,

Moloch, Merodock, Adonais, Sabaaius,

Bacchus or Bagaios, etc. Of these,

"Chemos" is probably a contracted form of

Khemes
{ } s

meaning "full of bliss."

The word "Siva" also means the same

thing. This Chemos came to be pro-

nounced as Khema in Egypt. In Sanskrit,

Khema and Siva are synonymous. Both

"Moloch " and "Merodock " are corrupted

forms of " Mrirak "
( ) f

one of the

names of Siva, it has been pointed out by

Westropp that the word " Adonais ” is a

simitari ly

hLtw\M;n Uk
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contracted form of "Ardha-naris" which is

a combination of the images of Siva and

His consort ’'Gouri". The word "Sabazius"
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is possibly a contracted form of

"Saba-sayi," one of the names of Siva.

"Bacchus" (or Bagnios) has already been

shown to have originated from Baka. It

nay also have originated from Bakesha

(meaning* in Sanskrit, the god worshipped by

aka). The names of the gods introduced in

connection with phallic worship into ancient

Egypt were Khem, 1 loros, Osiris, Sebek,

Seb, Serapiz or Earaphis. It need hardly

be pointed out that these are only the

corrupted forms, respectively, of Khema,

Hara, Isvvara. Si baka. Siba, and Saipesha—
names which are still applied to the Indian

Cod Siva.'
r Khem* the aforesaid god,

was called in Egypt the father god, whereas

Maut (Sans, "mata", meaning mother), liis

consort, was called (he mother god. The

same remarks apply to the gods introduced

into Greece, Italy, etc., m connection with

Ph all ism. These were Dionysus, Phallus,

and Hehon, corresponding respectively to

Dimesh, Phalesh, and Shiba names of

the Indian Shiva. The female gods who
were worshipped in Greece, Italy, etc, as

consorts of Hehon were CTleis, Kore. Hebe,

and Demeter, corresponding respectively lo

Sati, Gouri, and D coma!a—names of the

goddess "GoLiri''—the consort of Shiva, it has

already been said that the books
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which contained the details of procedure

followed in connection with the worship of

Hebon. Hebe, etc, were called the Sibylline

books. That being so, it would not be

improper to hold that the word Sibylline

was only a corrupted form of the Indian

word " Siba-Linga," meaning a phallic image

of Siva. The African name, * Lengba ,r

appears to be a corrupt ion of the Sanskrit,

" Linga-deba," meaning a phallic god.

In view of all the facts discussed above,

we have no hesitation in concluding that

Phallism originated in India, whence it

spread all over the world, in after ages. It

can therefore no Longer be maintained that

the phenomenon of phallic worship originated

amongst Ihe savages in ancient times.

The theory of an independent growth

and parallel ism of ideas docs not stand in

the case of Phallism.

In tracing Ihe origin of Phallism, we
have lighted upon a piece of historical fact

which would be of supreme importance to

us. We have found that in pre-historie

ages, an Indian Vaisya, named Baka, a

disciple of the Indian sage, Apastamba,

reigned in the island of Crete, in the Medi-

terranean sea. Most probably, ihe Vaisya

(merchant) king came to the island of Crete

in course o f his comme rc ial adven Lures and

SiiLh being

Ihe case,

sibylline

cannot hi:l

be a

cornqited
totem of Sib-

ling iSiva

lingo).
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iil.isc have
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succeeded in conquering the island, where

he reigned as king. It is also probable that

the island of Crete was a colony of the

Indians and die fore-fathers of E3aka had

settled in that island, allhough they did not

cut off their spiritual and social connections

with india. Whatever [hat may be, it is

guile clear that, in p re- historic ages, and

long be lore the daw-n of Greek civilization,

Indian merchants used to go to Europe and

establish kingdoms in (h-ut continent. We
have also a sufficient reason to conclude

[hat Indian sages also used to go abroad in

[hose days in order to initiate people into

[he tenets of the Hindu creed.



CHAPTER II.

Tjji- Gipsies and the spread of

Indian Culture.

The surprising discovery of Sanskrit by

Sir William Jones and some of his less

reputed contemporaries was followed by a

tendency in some of the European scholars

to assign to this national language of India

such an antiquity as has not yet been claimed

for any other language known to the world.

Of course, the estimate of relative antiquity

which these early orientalists felt constrained

to make with regard to Sanskrit and the

Indian culture falls very far short of the

idea of antiquity entertained by the Indians

themselves with reference to their ancient

language and civilization. Side by side with

this tendency, there prevailed, almost univer-

sally, a kindred notion that India was the ori-

ginal abode of all social, religious, and artistic

culture, found existing in the west. This

view is home out by testimonies given not

only by the ancient and mediaeval historians

but by the Scriptures themselves. Of late,

there has arisen, among Modem European

scholars, a counter-tendency to view the

aforesaid theories with a bit of cynic ism, and

to consider the views of the early orientalists.
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such as Sir W. Jones, and S dale gel, as exag-

gerated, so much so that Dr. Tucker com-

plained that both Biblical and profane

history had made inveterate a hah it of look-

ing to the East lor the origin of all civiliza-

tion found existing iti (he West. Attempts

have been inade in recent times to refute the

theory of Asia being l he primitive home of

the so-called Indo-European stock. 1 am
not however going to enter here upon a dis-

cussion as to Lhe relative merits of Lbese

conflicting theories, and to offer my views

on the lenableness of a theory of primitive

Indo-Eupopean stock and their common
abode. All that 1 propose to attempt here

is lo point out a most important, but hitherto

unnoticed, source from which, in ancient

time. Lhe West received its civilization from

the East. It is to he remembered that the

days of advancing strange and uncritical

hypotheses on insufficient data are no more.

If we maintain that the West is indebted for

its civilization to Lhe East, or vice versa, we

shall have to substantiate our statement by-

adducing evidence mainly drawn from

language, literature, fragments of history and

mythology, and consuetudes which are un-

fortunately the only authentic evidence now

at our disposal.

The first thing which calls for a serious
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consideration in the programme of the pro-

posed investigation, is the question whether

and how lar Ihe Gipsies have influenced [he

movements of European civilization. In

some of [he ordinary hooks on comparative

Philology, we find it stated [hat the Gipsies

are of Indian origin and speak an India])

dialect. Unfortunately, our information

about the Gipsies is still very meagre
;
none

of the hitherto published books deals com-

prehensively with all the different dialects

into which the language of Ihe Gipsies has

subdivided itself. Yet, a careful examina-

tion of the materials at our disposal cannot

but produce an impression that the Gipsies

have played a more important part in Ihe

history of European civilization than has

hitherto been recognized.

The Gipsies are a nomadic tribe, scat-

tered ail over Europe. They are also to be

found in Egypt, Asia Minor. Armenia,

Persia, China,' and even in America. The

number of those living in Europe is estima-

ted at not Less than 700.000, in addition to

those who have already been assimilated

with the people among whom the Gipsies

have lived for centuries. The origin of the

Gipsies was a matter of controversy till the

year 17132, when their language., which had

hitherto been regarded as a thieves' jargon.
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was seriously studied, and found to be

an Indian dialect. It is now admitted on

aEl hands that the Gipsies are of Indian

origin, and (but in "Romani" (the name
given to the language of the Gipsies) we

have an Indian tongue. The questions

which now present themselves for solution

are these :—When and from what part of

India did these people migrate ? To what

of the several modem Indian tongues is the

Gipsy dialect specially traceable 7 We
understand that these questions have engaged

the attention of several orientalists, who
have not yet been able to arrive at any

definite conclusion. All that they have been

able to assert is that the Gipsy dialect

"stands in the relation of a sister, not a

daughter, to the seven principal new India it

Dialects. Its forms are after all more primi-

tive than theirs sometimes than those of

Pali or Prakrits.'”1' The following instances,

which can he multiplied indefinitely, will be

found interesting in this connection .

Gipsy Hasla (hand)

—

Sanskrit Hasia— Pali Hatha, „
Kasia (wood)— „ Kasta— „ ECasla. „

Ostlha (Tip)— ,. Ostha— „ Odin. „

Tras (fear)— ., Iras— „ las.

• The quotations are from lhe Encyclopaedia

brilanrica, 9ih Edition, mi which L have drawn
largely for my materials.
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Now, it will he worth our while to proceed

to a critical examination of the Gipsy dialed

and to consider ii.s relation with some of l he

modern Indian tongues. Our attempts in

Ihis direction are likely to he thwarted by an

insufficiency of data, for the Gipsy language,

as we find it now, is not the original longue

which the Gipsies brought with them from

India. Naturally enough, the Gipsies have

borrowed largely from Ihe languages of the

countries in which they have lived for many

a cenlury, so much so that many of the

Gipsies know no cases or verb endings other

than those of the lands of their adoption.

Moreover, our knowledge of the modern

Gipsy dialects, which are said to he not less

than fourteen in number, is still very scanty

and meagre. Yet, the JilLle that 1 have

been able to pick up warrants, I Hunk, oor

arriving ai a provisional conclusion as to l he

exact relation in which the standard Gipsy

dialed stands lo the modern Indian tongues.

The following is a specimen of the Language

current among Ihe German Gipsies : "Mire

Bara Devale dela berschindo'*— i.e.. My
great God gives rain. It will be interesting

lo note that this particular sentence will appear

lo be familiar, on account of its affinity to their

own diaiecls, lo most of the modern Indians

speaking dialects derived from Sanskrit; but
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[he question, to which of these dial eel;; the

Gipsy tongue, as exemplified i:n Ihe above

sentence, is most akin, cannot he solved

without a careful examination of each of

[lie words constituting the sentence quoted

above. Let us therefore proceed to put

each of these words to a minute scrutiny,

and pass our verdict. The first word, viz.,

1

mlro' is retained intact in Nepali only,

while it has undergone slight variations in

its form in Bengali (which has ' mor r

as its

equivalent), Hindi (which has ' mera 1

as ils

equivalent), and the other Sanskritlc dialects.

The next word 1

hara" is pre-eminently

Bengali, while it has undergone a slight

modification in Hindi and some other

dialects, in which ii has taken the form of

'Bara
-

Next comes the word r Devala T

'

which is more all led to Bengali in its form

than to any other dialects. If we are to

render Ihe two words ’Bara dev ala' inlo

modern Bengali, they will stand thus.
1

Bara

deva.
- No other dialect than Bengali can

claim r-.uch a close similarity with the Gipsy

tongue in regard to these two wordsT The

fourth word, '

deia’ is still in use without

any modification in some parts of Murshlda-

had and in the north eastern part of Burdwan,

while, elsewhere in Bengal, it is in use with

a slight variation in form, vj'z,, dila or dila.
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The Nepali substitute for the ward is 'dia'

am] the Hindi sulisLiLuLe :>
' din.' V-'nh

regard to the Last ward, viz., ' berschinda/

it will be seen llial it is a slightly corrupted

farm of the Sanskrit
1

barsa-bindu,' i.e., rain

drops. Nowhere in India do the illiterate

people now use this compound ward, in

Older to indicate rain drops. Every educated

Indian can, of course, understand it easily*

but, it is only in literary Bengali, which

approaches more nearly to Sanskrit than any

other modern Indian dialect, that we can

still, use the expression without any charge

of obscurity or pedantieity on our part.

That being so, the Gipsies, especially those

in Germany, appear to have migrated from

Bengal, rather than from any other part of

India.

An examination of some of the customs

still retained by the Gipsies may also confirm

us in our belief in the Bengali origin of

these people. We are told, a.-i for instance,

that a German Gipsy may not cook for four

months after child birth. This is a custom

the spirit of which is still observed, more or

less, everywhere in Ended. A Hindu woman
is regarded as unclean, and is not allowed

to touch everything belonging to the house-

hold. for sometime after child birth. But.

as regards the exact duration of the period

SL'inr Llf Ibu
cuslDinx st i]L

riiCunud ny
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for which the custom in question is to be

observed. it is the seme os that which still

prevails in some ports of Bengal, when? the

lime Limit is 3 to 4 months. We ore told of

another custom still in vogue among the

German Gipsies, err.. o vessel touched by the

skirt of a woman's dress is considered defiled.

It is notably in Bengal that the skin of a

woman's garment is accounted unclean, so

much so that ifT by chance, the skirt

were to touch the bead of a man, il would

be thought unlucky
;
and in that case, he

would Iry to avert Ihe evil by treading it.

Such customs, however, are gradually dis-

appearing before the growth of a tendency

to depend exclusively on commortsense,

especially in those parts of Eiengal where

Ihe influence of modern western civilization

is growing more and more markedly pro-

minent. in view of ail lliis evidence, we
are justified, I think, in concluding dial the

forefathers of the Gipsies lived in ihe plains

of Bengal, which they were compelled to

leave, under circumstances which I do not

propose to examine here.

We can therefore asserl without much

hesitation l hat in the Gipsy tongue, al least

in that current in Germany, which appears

lo have been affected very liltle by foreign

elements, we have a very ancient Bengali
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tongue, more ancient th an anything found

in the manuscripts el' ancient Bengali

literature hitherto discovered, it ih hoped,

therefore., thal our increasing acquain-

tance with the Gipsy dialects will throw

more light on Ihe state of the early Bengali

language.

There are, no doubt, certain other facts

which may equally el aim for the Gipsies a

Behari origin. We are told that the Gipsies

call their males hy r Rom 1 and their females

by r RomniV " Ramani" is the general

Indian name for a female; so, there is

nothing noteworthy in this epithet
;
but the

word " Rom" will present an appearance

f supreme importance to the philologists. It

will be seen that the word lias proved to

be a puzzle to the orientalists. Et is con-

nected by G. A. Pas pat i with the name of

the Indian god ’'Rama ”, while Mikioslch

identifies it with Ihe Sanskrit ' dome 1

or

'domha a low caste musician. But neither of

these conjectures is correct. Let us see

whether the word is still in use in any part

of India. The reply will be in the negative ;

but,, one who has an intimate acquaintance

with modem Indian dialects will not hesitate

to declare that the Gipsy r Rom' is sti.33 in

use in a slightly modified form, in Behar,

where the epithet for a gentleman is
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a contraction of the

Sanskrit ’ Romya r

(Lhe beautiful), exactly as
r

Bahu' (contraction of " bhabya, 1
' the

gentle*) is in Bengal. Derivations of both

these words, viz..
1 Babu 1

and
r

Rouma,' have

been a matter of controversy with the Indian

philologists. None of them has hitherto hit

upon the true solution that both " Babu’ and '

Rouma 1

denote the very same thing, viz, a

respectable person, the former being a con-

traction of 1 bbabya ' and the latter that of
r

romya.
1 Each of these is, therefore, employed

by common people to denote a man of

noble birth. Denoting, as they do, the idea

of a beautiful and gentle person, both these

words point to a period of l he Indian his-

tory, when the dark-coloured aborigines

presented a very sharp contrast to the

newly arrived Aryans of a very hand-

some appearance. It appears that such an

epithet was in frequent use in the early

history of (he Aryan colonization in India.

Bui, with the gradual incorporation of Ihc

aborigines into the Aryan society* though

at lower strata, the social difference between

the two races was not much felt. The

result is thal such an epithet does no

longer exist outside Bengal and Behar;

and eve]) in those provinces, the epiihets

have lost iheir original significance. All
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these facia converge to l he cone] us ion that

the Gipsies ini grated from Bengal and

Behar
;
and probably at a time when these

two adjoining provinces bad a common
tongue. Even if we suppose that at none

of the si ages of the linguistic development

of India, bad these two provinces a common
tongue, we shall have to admit, at any rate,

that the Gipsies migrated from both the

provinces, and especially from the tract ly-

ing between (he two.

Whatever that may be, they Left India

at a time when l he disiinclion between the

Aryans and the Aborigines was si ill observed

very keenly and with much ostentation.

This agrees well with ihe view of Bat a Hard,

who maintains tlae pre-historie origin of the

Gipsies. The same conclusion cannot but

force itself upon ever) one familiar with the

spirit of Indian tongues.

Enough has been said to show ihat

' Romani' approaches Sanskrit more nearly

than even ' Pali.’ Yel, a little more discu-

sion of the subject will not be found quite

uninteresting here :

—

The Romani 'bearengaro' (Sanskrit, r

baryankara'j means a sailor j and Romani '

bearo
1

(Sans, ' barya ” derived from " bari
1

r water) means a ship. Similarly, Romani

3
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' Petulangaro' (Sans, piltalankara) cneans. a

smith (from pi Hal, brass), and Romani r

siva-

mangaro' (Sans, sibamankara, i.e., the maker

of a tiling sewn) means a tailor.

[nail such words, the inflections are

peculiar to Sanskrit only and not to Prakrits.

Again, the Romani ' I shorn' (I am) appro-

aches Sanskrit ' AsmL r more closely than the

Prakit ' Ahmi.' In view of all these facts,

Miklosich's theory that the emigration could

not have taken place till the Prakrits were

formed, can not be maintained. Of course,

there is no denial that there is " some agree-

ment of Romani in its phonetic laws and

system of case-endings with the modern

Aryan languages of India,'' but such an

agreement is inevitable from the nature of

the case. Since, Sanskrit passed into

Romani, which, in its turn, developed into

Prakrits and, modern Indian dialects, iL is

natural that there should be some agreement

in case-endings and phonetic peculiarities

between Romani and the modern Indian

dialects, as between Sanskrit and Romani,

lienee, we are Led to conclude, from more

than one reason, that Romani is the modern

development, in foreign environments, of a

language spoken by the people of India

especially of Bengal and Behar, long before

[lie Prakrits came into being. The Gipsies
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appear., therefore, to have naigraled from

India not Later than sooo D C.

The question then presenis itself, when

did these people appear for the first time in

the history of Europe '? Nothing lias hitherto

been found to gratify our curiosity on the

subject. There are of course a few doubt-

ful references to the Gipsies in some of the

writings of the 8th or 9th century A.D., but

we have not yet come across any definite

mention of the Gipsies in the history of

Europe, prior to the 12th century A.D.,

which has therefore been considered by

some of the European scholars to he the

probable date of the entrance of the Gipsies

into Europe. Taking for granted that the

Gipsies appeared in Europe about the 12ih

century A.D., after they had left India at

least 1000 years before the birth of Christ,

we are naturally led to ask what these people

were do big in the period intervening, Leml

before we n:eel them in the history of

Europe, til view of Lhe fact that the Gipsy

dialects contain a good many words which

are decidedly of Persian and Armenian origin,

it is admitted universally that, in course of

their migration, the (ops ies had to pass

through Persia, Armenia, and some other

adjoining lands. It is not therefore quite

improbable that the Gipsies had lived at
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lets tit for years in Persia, Armenia.

Phoenicia, Egypt, and some other adjoin ing-

lands. Descendants of the Gipsies are still

to he found in ail these countries, and

specially in Egypt and Asia Minor, where

their number is estimated at about 100,000.

Tiie Egyptian Gipsies, unlike their European

kinsfolk, are found in lead a non -noma die

life, it will not therefore be quite dogmatic

to assert that Hie Egyplians, Phoenicians,

and Babylonians, who are said to have

attained to a high pitch of civilization al a

very early age, received at least a part of

their civilization from ihe forefathers of the

Gipsies, who had migrated from India at a

pre- historic age, and had settled down in

ail Lhese countries. Whether Egypt, Phoe-

nicia, Babylon, and Chaldea were indebted

to the Gipsies lor all die civilization these

countries could boast of is more than can

be safely asserted; but il is proved, beyond

the shadow of a doubt, that the Gipsies had

lived for many centuries in some of the

countries lying between India and Europe;

and carried with them to those countries al

least a pari of the Indian culture. It is said

that the name 1

Gipsy' was given to these

people by Ihe Europeans on aceounl of their

connection—real or supposed,—with Egypt.

The Gipsies are said to have maintained.
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on their appearance in Europe, that they

came from Egypt, or according to another

version, from a country which they called

ihe 'Little' Egypt (Phoenicia or Babylonia ?).

For several centuries, (he Europeans were

satisfied with this history of the genesis of

the Gipsies hut of late, they have come to

call Ihese statements of the early Gipsies in

question, on the ground that these people

are evidently of Indian origin. "Thus

Gipsy or Gypsy itself (’E gypsies in the 16th

century)/
1

says the Encyclopaedia Britan-

niea, " magyar Pharao Nepick (pharaa's

people), and Turkish'pharaunic,’ preserve the

belief in its Egyptian origin, a belief which

finds no confirmation except in the casual

resemblance between ' Rom ' and Egyptian
1 Rome r

(man)." What the Euiopean

scholars have hitherto ignored isthefaoi

that it was quite possible for the Gipsies

to have been Egyptians as well as of Indian

origin. There is no reason to disbelieve

that the earliest Gipsies, on their arrival in

Europe, called themselves Egyptians; other-

wise (he name " Egypsies " would not have

been given to them. It is for us to con-

sider whether the Gipsies told a deliberate

lie or they were justi lied in calling them-

selves " Egypsies.
,r

It will not however be

very easy, at this distance of time, to aseer-

I liuv were
Euypliajis.
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(h--t:ii:L j Lit'

In thiiy
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tain whether and how far the earliest

Gipsies, on their entrance into Europe, had,

any memory of India which their ancestors,

had left many centuries ago. It was at Least

2,000 years since l lie ancestors of the

earliest European Gipsies had left India.

It is not therefore quite unreasonable to

suppose that they had little or no memory

„

when they found themselves in Europe, of

India being their primitive home. Even sup-

posing they possessed a very nebulous idea

that their ancestors had come from India, it

was not possible for the Gipsies to claim

India as the Land of their birth. El was

quite natural that they would name, as

their original home, some other country

where they had lived for such a consider-

able Length of time. As they maintained,

and we have no reason to suppose other-

wise, that they had come from Egypt or

Li tile Egypt they had surely come from

Egypt. Phoenicia, Babylon, and the adjoin-

ing lands, where they had Lived for

centuries. No other conclusion can he

drawn from the foregoing data. The

resemblance between the Gipsy 'Rom'

and the Egyptian r Rome' is not merely

casual,, as maintained by the Encyclopaedia

Britannica. This resemblance points no

doubt to the fact dial both the
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Gipsies and the Egyptians ware of ihe

same origin.

Thie recent discovery in Egypt of an

image of the Elindu Goddess, " Durga,’' (witEi

an inscription at Lise base, "Duggamma,' r

corresponding lo Bengali
,r Durgama"]

cannot but tend support to litis view. Il

will also he interesting to note that it is in

Bengal Lhut Lise Goddess Durga is worshipped

more extensively than in assy other province

of India. This strengthens our guess that

the Gipsies are of Bengali origin. The

Egyptian 'Rome r

and the Gipsy 1 Rom'

is nothing hut the Indian
1 Rouma' or

' Romya/ The earliest name given to

Egypt was Misar or Misra, which is

assuredly an Indian name, and so is

Nile, i.e., blue, the name given to the great

river. These are not Arabiantsed Indian

names, but are pure Indian words which

had been in use long before the Arabs

took possession of the country. For ’Nile
'

the Arabs substituted their own name, when
they established their sway in Egypt. It

follows therefore that the Indians catne into

contact with Egypt, at a certain period of

Ihe p re-historic times and their intercourse

with the original inhabitants of the land

gave rise to a mixed race, as the name
" Misra " (i.e., mixed], seems to imply. An

an: ;:l iI'il:
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attempl will hereafter be made to enler into

a minute examination of (tie subject and to

consider whether Endia contributed, to an

appreciable extent, to the civilization which

grew in Egypt, Phoenicia, Babylonia, and

the adjoining countries.

For the present, we rest co ntenl with (he

broad Fact that (he Gipsies were the descen-

dant of those Indians who had domiciled

themselves in alt those countries, and (hat

it was some political disturbance of a serious

nature (of which we meet with many in all

these Lands in mediaeval ages) that cons-

trained them to kick the dusi of the land

of their adoption off their feet and take

refuge in Europe, m spile of the inclement

rigours of its climate and the obdurale

inhospitability of its people.

E shall next consider what role the

Gipsies played in the growth ol civilization

in Europe. We are (old that in spite of

the most cruel and inhumane treatment to

which the Gipsies have been subjected by

the people of Europe for several centuries,

these unfortunate people have not failed to

show, even in the present state of their

hopeless degeneracy, signs of a very

intelligent race.
,r Everywhere Gipsies ply

an endless variety of trades. In Egypt T

they monopolize (lie art of serpent charming,
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in France and Spain they sic as professional

models Everywhere the men have

three principal callings—workers in metal.

musicians, and horse-dealers Gipsies

have long been famous as copper and iron

smiths in Saulh Eastern Europe, where

their horse-shoes are reckoned unrivalled.

In England, [he surname " Petulangro'*

smith, alone recalls the day when Gipsies

surpassed the Gentile in the Farrier's craft.

Liszt ascribes to (lie Gipsies the creation

of Flumgary's national music. The Gipsy's

favourite instrument is the violin (Sanskrit,

" Bahutin
1

'), but few are the instruments he

has not successfully essayed." Their women
are pleasant dancers. " Quick and versatile,

all Gipsies readily adapt themselves to any

state of life they have so wonderful a gilt

of tongues that, formerly it was reckoned

against them for a proof of sorcery." It

will appear from the foregoing remarks

that the earliest Gipsies were a highly cul-

tured people and brought with them at leant

a portion of the Indian culture which they

naturally disseminated throughout Europe,

at a time when that continent was deeply

immersed in barbarism and superstition. /,

* Sanskril " PLttalankara", from pittala-— brass.

The word " Petal" has acquired a secondary
significance in England, viz., horse shoe.
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has utmost universalty been admitted thul

llre knowledge of metal hyM introduced :nU>

Europe by the Gspiles. Such was tile

magnitude of [he influence exerted by the

Gipsies on lhe early European societies that

lhe country Raumania has taken its name

after
,r Romani " and not afler Rome, as is

generally supposed to he the ease.

” Scarce one of the folklore of [he

Gipsies has yet been published hut its

counterpart may he found in Grimm’s,

Ralston's or other collections of European

folk lore." This resemblance of Romani to

Gentile may, according lo the Encyclopaedia

Qritannlca, he satisfactorily explained only

by the fact that the European nations have

received their stories from the Gipsies.

The marked resemblance of many of the

European words to Endian one* has hitherto

been explained by lhe theory of a common
origin—the assumption of a common Indo-

European stock from which both the Aryan

Indians and the Europeans have descended.

Without questioning the validity of the

theory, at this early stage of my investigation,

I should stale that an examination of the

Gipsy words at my disposal has made me
believe thal the Gipsies have contributed

largely to lhe enrichment of European

vocabularies. That lhe Europeans bor-
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rowed a great many of their words from

l.he Gipsies is evident even on a super-

ficial examination of the Gipsy dialects,

hitherto available to us. At present, our

knowledge of the Gipsy dialects is far

loo scanty lo warrant an exhaustive treat-

ment of the question, and we shall have

to wait for further materials before the

final conclusion is arrived at : hut the

materials already at our disposal will he

sufficient to justify the assumption of the

indebtedness of the Europeans to the Gipsies

for the development of the former's language.

Let us refer to a few instances which can be

multiplied indefinitely :

—
(1) The infinitive verb in Sanskrit ends

invariably in 'turn' as in kartum, jatutn, etc.

This 'turn' is changed into 'te
r

in Bengali,

as in karite, jaite, etc. It will be interesting

to note that this "te" is also in use in the

dialect of Lhe Gipsies, e.u... Gipsy "te ja"

Bengali, "jaite’
1— to go. Gipsy "te kerra"

Be]) gali, "karite"—to do (make). It will be

seeii that the position of 'te' in the Gipsy

dialect is not the same as it is in Bengali.

While an infinitive verb ends in "te
r

in

Bengali, it is not so in Romani, in which 'te
r

is preceded by the verb. In other words,

the order of the verb and Lhe particle te
1

is

reversed in Romani.

A iLw
iiial ancE; <if

thu lin|fuir;LiL

ik’hl hi-v.llI

by tli.u

EurDpcans
tli lh<?

C>i|fcf]i:!f:

—
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WGipsy
ir ha-s been

transibniied
iau> the

English "to".

(21 Eiij l.;,l:

’m;id" lias

h'j'j-n Jurivuii

From Ihi1

Gipsy
'matary"
(Sams,

inallal.

Tin1 normal sign of infinitive in Anglo-

Saxon was not the preceding 'to' as it is in

modern English, but i lie ending 'an which

was subsequently changed into 'in
r

or 'ien
r

in mid-English. It is only in the English of

the second period (A.D. 1 100 to about i2sn)

that we find that 'to* is sometimes used

before infinitives. We meet no doubt with

the word 'to' in Anglo-Saxon, but it is in a

different sense, vi2., in the sense of motion,

rest at, elc. T and sometimes to form adverbs.

It ls, therefore, quite possible that the parti-

cle 'te' which is the sign of infinitive in

Romani has passed into the English 'to', at

tirst as a sign of dative infinitive, and subse-

quently as that of an infinitive proper.

The contrary assumption that the Gipsy

'te' has been borrowed from English 'to
r

is

disproved by the fact that the Gipsy 'le
r

. a_s

stated above, is the same as the Bengali 'te'

which is only a variation of the Sanskrit

turn.’

( 2 } Let us pick up a sub-sentence from

the dialect of the Welsh Gipsies. It runs as

follows

Te ker (omen Matay (Bengali. K a rite

tomake matt a or matal- Sanskrit, kartum

twum mattam) to make you drunk (mad).

Does it not appear that the word 'mad' has

been derived from the Gipsy 'Matay' ?
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(3) Similarly, Gipsy 'bootee", meaning

"work" (Sanskrit britti) is. akin to English

"booty," meaning '"spoils
1
" (of war or plunder).

(4) Gipsy "eras' (Sanskrit 'tras') mean-

ing "fear" may have given rise lo "l error."

(5) Gipsy "i shorn' (Sans, ashmi) i.e..

'] am," may have been transformed into

"lam.
1

[t will be seen that the word "ana"

is not found in early English.

(6} The word 'devil
1

(Old English, devel)

has evidently originated in l he Gipsy 'devel
1

(god). Mo wonder that l he God of the

Gipsies who were looked down upon as

heathens and sorcerers should be given a

very low character, leading to the eoneeption

of an anti-divine being existing in mere

fiction.

(7) It is evident that the word 'Barge'

has been derived from the Gipsy, 'beam'

(Sanskrit, Burya), meaning a ship.

Innumerable examples of a similar nature

can be CEted . but I refrain from doing so,

till I am in possession of a comprehensive

information in regard lo all the Gipsy

dialects.

But what has already been slated leaves

very little room for doubt that the Gipsies

have played a very prominent pari in the

spread of civilization in the west.

<31

SiUl

s. 'bcitli'

tmuLi -
Enu . 'biH.iLV.

<4| E:n£.

'lerrur -
Gipsy 'Iras'.

(51 Sans.

iliTisy

'sdiLiiii
1

ling. '] am’.

(d) Suns.
Jcva’ -tlipw'

YlnvJ -

J! i : l; 'devil'.

(7) Sam.
'bary a’ -

Ci ipsy 'bcum'
- Erijj.

'harjp:".
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Mr. II. E. Stapleton M. A.. IT Sc.

(Oxonj, Director of Public Instruction,

Bengal, has bee]) taking much ini e rest in

ancient chemistry. His illuminating pager

on the " chemistry in Iraq and Persia in

l he lenlh century AD." {vide Memoirs of

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. VIII. No. 6)

which he has written in collaboration with

the Late R. F. Azo and Shamsul-ulama

13. llidayat Ilossain, has been devotcil to

a critical study of the works of the

celebrated Persian chemist a ltd physician, Ai-

Razi, who died late in the first quarter of

the tenth century. In anaking a very able

and careful survey of the work of Ar-Razi,

Mr. Stapleton has beeai forced to conclude

from a comparison of the facts thaL have

been brought to light in his paper with those

given in the History of Hindu chemistry by

Sir P. C. Roy " that the earlier and possibly

autochthonous system of Indian alchemy

based almost entirely on the use of

vegetable juices was superseded sometime

between 500 and 1000 A.D. by a system

of external origin which was
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primarily bused * n the u a c of m e re u r
y

"

,

and LJi a f most of the knowledge regarding

mela.Hk and inorganic chemistry found In

Indian treatises on ale lie my actually

originated from outside India.

Mr. Slaplcton lias based his con elusion

mainly on the ground [has A r - R. a z i and

some of his Persian predecessors were

acquainted with a good deal of metallic

chemistry before Ihe eom position of what

he considers, on Ihe authority of Sir P. C.

Roy. 10 be the earliest treatise on the

metallic chemistry of the Hindus, viz. Rasa

ralnakara, which, according to Dr. Sir J*.

C. Roy, was compiled in the Icnlh ecu tu ry

A. D. Mr. Stapleton, however, admits that

Ar-Razi was acquainted with Charaka and

Sushruta, the lwo well-known treatises on

Ihe science of vegetable chemistry and

medicine of the Hindus, and even made

use of them in his medical works. It is,

therefore, only in the field of metallic

chemistry and alchemy, and noL in the fietd

of vegetable chemistry and medicine, that

Mr. Stapleton claims priority for Ar-Razi

and a few of his more ancient country-

men.

This is a view taken by Mr. Stapleton

prior to the publication of my Rasa-jala-nidlu

(Ocean of Indian chemistry and alchemy), a

Hindu
Chcirdatry,
vjj.. Rasa-
ramakar of
Naj^rjuna.

1 1.
- huwuvur

Imi IlIs u

different

view about
III? organic

Cherniatry

ol'tlvr

Hindus.

Mr.
SlapluLtins

uiork was
published

before the
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publication
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comprehensive and scientific treatise on the

subject, meant to Ire completed in about

JO volumes, of which the first lwo only

have been out. In the preface of voL 1

of my book, [ have maintained that

chemistry and alchemy began lo be culti-

vated by the ancient Indians even from the

dawn of Indian civilization, which, accord-

ing to the Puranas, look place sometime

after the commencement of the present

Kalpa, ;.t., about J 950,000000 years ago.

This will appear to be incredible to many

people.

Whatever that may be. the report of

Mr. Stapleton’s scholarship and love of

culture, and specially of the interest he has

been taking in ancient chemistry made me
present him with a set of my publication which

he has kindly appreciated. Ele has. however,

made the following remarks, in respect of my
claim to Lhc antiquity of Indian chemistry :

" What everybody Is anxious to obtain is

some historical proof that there was a

metallic Ayurveda be tore the lime of the

Mohammedans; or whether mercury pre-

paration. for example, came to be known
in India only alter the time of the celebrated

Persian physician and chemist, Ar-Razi."

Mr. Stapleton had the kindness to present

to me a copy of his valuable work, referred
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to above, wh ich I have studied with much

i merest and pro lit.

In order to satisfy Mr. Stapleton, whom
I regard to be an excel] cut type of a modern

scientist and a chemical historian of great

ability. I propose to deal with only a few of

the points justifying my conclusion that

metallie chemistry and alchemy, based on the

use of mercury, was known to the Indians,

long before the time of Ar-Razi. who died

late in the first quarter of the tenth century

A.D. :

—

Charuka. Sushi Mij, and their predecessors.

There have been, from time out of

memory, four different schools of mediea]

treatment, flourishing side by side in 3ndia,

viz. . treatments with (i) mercury and metals,

{2] vegetable drugs (3) spells and incanta-

tions, and surgical instruments. Both

Cbaraka and Sushruta belonged to Hie second

and the fourth classes of physicians, and have

all along been the most popular, and w idely

known, though by no means the best and the

earliest, of Indian authors of medical (realises.

The cheapness of vegetable drugs and the

facility of preparing such drugs are some

of the reasons which account for the

popularity of Charaka and Sushruta. Be-

long ing as they did to the organic school

Charaka and
his prede-
cessors,

EJhuU
Hant, cil\

belonged to

L'n.- j'l L .i i i L

I

school rtf

meditinc,
and paid

greater
Httoitirtn Hi

vmgetahle
drags, Ilian

to minerals;

A
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of Ayurvedic chemistry, both Charaka and

Sushruta paid more attention to herhal than

to metallic drugs, and did not encroach

much upon the domain of the metallic

chemists. Yet, the medicinal use of metals

and minerals was not quite unknown to

these compilers. Both of them were

acquainted with the medicinal use of many
of the metals and ores. There is a distinct

reference to the use of mercury in Sushruta,

although Gharaka is silent upon it.

The diction and style of Charaka

approaches more closely io the Vedic

language than to the language used in

such books as the Ramayana and the Maha-

bharala. It appears therefore that Charaka

flourished in the pre-historie age.

The same remark also applies to

Sushruta. There is a clear reference in

the Mahabharata to Sushruta, son of the

sage Vis warn i Ira, who learnt the science of

medicine from Divedas. king of Kashi, and

compiled a medical treatise in his own name.

There is a sufficient evidence to show1 that

Sushruta, referred to in the Mahabharata,

and Sushruta, the author of the famous

compilation are one and the same person.

This Leads us to an enquiry into (he age

of the Mahabharata, which was undoubtedly

composed long after the Sushruta Sanhita had
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been composed and widely known. There

is a well-known passage in the Mahabharala,

which furnishes some clue to the probable

date of the composition or recasting ihe great

epic, viz.

„

gfcfgc—S^rrfif |

Tlie gist of this passage is that Bhisma
died just on the close of the month of

Magha {i.e., the month in which tlie hum

was in the sign of Capricornus) and lhal

it was exactly the day on which the winter

Solstice + took place in that particular year.

To arrive at a proper understanding of this

passage we shall have to digress upon tlie

domain of elementary Astronomy.

Astronomers have conceived a great

circle running through the heavens from

east to west, which is called the equinoctial

line, because, whenever the sun in his

apparent course through the heavens comes

to this circle, days and nights are equal

alt round the earth. This happens twice a

year. At other times, the sun declines

from the line, sometimes to the north and

sometimes to ihe south. Similar is the case

with other planets, but none of the planets

* Winter Solstice is the day when night is

die longest and Summer Solstice is the date when
day time is the longest in the year.

which
uumlairs j.
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saying lhat

ISUismj died
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Tlic
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and Lhe
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over reach bey mid 10 decrees on either side of

the equinoctial Line. Hence, another great circle

i :i conceived in the heavens extending ten

degrees on each side of the equinoctial circle,

within which are confined all rhe planets. This

circle is called the Zodiac and is divided inlo 12

equal parts of 20 degrees each, called rhe signs,

vis.. (1 Aries <Mcsha), 1 2 J Taurus (Vrisba), (2)

Liemiit.es {MirhunaJ, {4) Cancer (Karkata), f

5

1

Leo (Sinha), (6) Virgo (Kanya), (7) Libra (Tula),

{8) Scorpio f Vrisebika), (9) Sagitlaris (Dhanus).

{Lfri Capri corn us (Makara), {LI} Aequarius

I Kumbha), and (12) Pisces (Merita).

There is a difference between the way in

which the Europeans take the starting point of

Zodiac (L.e., the com men cement of Aries) and

that in which the Indians do it. There tv as. of

coarse, a time when day and night were equal on

Ihc 14th of April. This was when the ecliptic or

sun's track in tire Zodiac crossed the Equinoctial

Line at the beginning of the fixed star, " Asw ini

Indian astronomers take the starting point of

A lies from that point, whereas European

astronomers take the star Ling point of the Zodiac

and of the Aries, for a particular year, from the

poial where site ecliptic crosses the l-.qu inoelial

line in that year. At present,
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day and night are equal on the 22nd of

March and the crossing point of the

equinoctial and ecliptic has preceded about

22'S degrees from its original position

when day and night were equal on the 14th

April. This is what is meant by (lie pre-

cession of the equinoxes by 22 'K degrees

from its original position when day and

night were equal on the 14th April. It

follows then that the beginning of Aries

and, for the matter of that, of every other

sign is lixed, according to the Indians, where-

as, it varies according to the Europeans.

At present the starling point of Aries is

about 22'K degrees behind the point

which is taken by ihe Europeans as the

starting point of that sign. The Indian

year therefore commences on the 14th of

April and the duration of the 12 months

{solar! is calculated according to the apparent

coincidence of the sun with the 12 signs.

The month of Magh {solar) is the month

when the sue] appears to be in the sign

of Capricorn us, calculated according to the

Indian method.

In the light of all these explanations, Let

us see what the passage quoted from the

Mahabharata indicates. It tells us that winter

Solstice took place on ihe thirtieth day of

Magha, and that was Lhc day when EJhisrna

FniLi^xmn
nf I Ik

ULfUinilKUK.

Vi'inLcr

ShiIkIlc*!

kiuk pljcu

<wi ihi: IOlIi

iil'Mnuli::

v, tiun

Ltkismu

died. On
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expired. In the current year, winter Solstice

took place on the 8th of Pousa (i.e., the month

when the Sun coincides with the sign

Sagittaras* calculated according lo the Indian

method, explained above.) The winter

Solstice, therefore, look place in the year of

Bhisma's death about 52 days earlier than It

takes place at present. Astronomically, this

difference of 52 days can lake place only

in 5 ? * tjQx 6opf years, The compo-

sition of the Mahabharata, therefore, appears

to have taken place about 3744 years back

or 1816 B.C., at the latest.

If we are justified in drawing the above

conclusion, Sushrula rnusl have been famous

and widely known before EHIfr B.C. II will

therefore not be unreasonable to assert that

Sushruia jnust have flourished prior to 2,000

B.C. The native tradition assigns a far

earlier date to this author.

As regards Charaka, his language is more

archaic than that of Sushruia. lienee, it is

believed that Charaka preceded Sushruta by

several centuries. Charaka was, however, not

an original author, but a mere compiler. His

treatise is nothing but a synopsis of the

highly voluminous works of Bhela, Agnivesha,

Harita, etc., who preceded Charaka by

several centuries. These authors were also
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acquainted with the use of metallic medicines,

as will be evident from a reference to the

works of Bhela, recently published. Of
ancient India, we have no history in Ihe pro-

per sense of the term, it is therefore very

diffieuli to ascertain Lhe dates of such authors

as Ehela and a long Line of bis predecessors.

The only course left open lo us is, therefore,

to rely upon the Puranas which assign to

these authors such ancient dates as would

not he accepted by the modern scholars.

It would be interesting to note in this

connection that not even the slightest

portion of the medical principles and phar-

macology found in Bheia. Charaka, etc. has

been discarded by later authors as incorrect

or defective. If this I act ls home in mind,

the question which would naturally arise in

our minds is this- -could such a highly

developed system of chemistry and medicine

(mainly herbal), as found in Elm I a and

Charaka grow all on a sudden ? The reply

is, of course, in the negative. The expert -

menial stage of Indian Chemistry and medi-

cine must have covered many a century of

observations, experiments, and formation of

hypotheses and theories.

Whatever thal may be, a careful study of

Sushrula, Charaka, Bheia, etc. cannot hul

prove beyond the shadow of a doubt that

\iy1hmj; in

Shell,
'

Ctiiir.Ud.

ube. has hums
pmi Ed 1i.i he
incnrreLt.

This slums.
ir'iLii India*)

tbciniMry.
organic and
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the ancient Hindus possessed, a highly deve-

loped knowledge of chemistry and medicine,

organic and inorganic,, many thousand years

before the time of Ar-Razi.

Chemists ofthe Metallic School.

We shall next turn our attention to the

chemists who were pre-eminently of the

metallic school. In doing so, we can do no

better than to make an attempt to identify as

many as possible of the chemists and authors

of chemical treatises mentioned in the Rasa-

ratna-samuehchaya. a book probably compiled

in the twelfth century A.D. (see below). The

author of this hook says that his compilation

was based on the treatises of the authors

named below, as well as on many other trea-

tises of minor importance :
—

(A)
(i) Adima, (2) Chandra-sena. (3) Havana,

king of Lanka, (4) king Rama Chandra,

who killed Ravana,* (5) Kapali, {6) Malta,

* There are mo different leadings en this

point, v L*.,

? I M ?£ IJfttFq r I

^ i tra ferr^i t

The chemist, according 1o Uie first reading is

Ramaehandra. He is 'V isliarada," according to

the second. la view of ether evidences showing
lhal king Ramaehandra was a distinguished

chemist, we have accepted die first reading.
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(7) Mandavya, (K) Bhaskara, (9) Shurasena,

{10} Ralnakosba. (II) Shambhu, (12) Satvlka,

(13) Narabahana. (14) Indrada, (15) Cioimj-

kha, (lb) Kambali, (17) Vyarl, (IS) Nagar-

juna, (19) Surananda, (20) Nagabodlu, (2 1 j

Jasodhana, (22) Khanda, (23) Kapalika, (24)

Qrahnra, (25) (jovinda, (26) Lambuka. and (27)

llarl.

The twenty-seven peruana named above These

were renowned authors of chemical treatises as ureal
chemists

well as great Siddhas or chemists themselves. aud
authors.

(B)

(I) Rasankusha, (2) Bhairava, (3) Nandi,

(4) Swaeh-Chanda Ehairava, (5) Manlhana

Bhairava. (6) Kaka-chandiswara, (7) Basu.

deva, (&) Rishyashringa. (9) Kriya tantra

samuchehayi, (10) Uasendra tilaka, (II) Jogi,

(12) E3lialuki, (13) Maithila, (14) Mabadeva,

(15) Narendia, (16) Ralnakara, and (17)

] lariswara.

The above 1 7 were better known as

compilers of chemical treatises than as original

chemists.

Bagjbhat, the compiler of " Rasa ralna-

somuchchaya” says that he consulted Die

treatises of all the authors named above. It is

unfortunate that most of these treatises

These
were
compilers

chemical
treatises.
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have been losi to us. To compile a

systematic history of Hindu chemistry

appears lb ere fore to be a hopeless task.

We shall however try to utilise the materials

available to us at present, and deal with

only those of the authors named above

who have not yet passed completely into

the region of oblivion.

(. 1 ) Adima.

lie appears to he the earliest of the

Siddhas and to have left a treatise which

was extanl up to the time of Bagbhat,

at least. His reputation appears to have

spread beyond the boundaries of India.

We find in page 399 of Mr. Stapleton's

book 111 a l there was a belief prevalent

amongst l he Sabi a ns that l he science of

alchemy was bestowed by God upon

Adimum, the
1

Shith ’. We are inclined to

identify the Indian Adima, the Siddha or

Sidh with the Sabian Adi mum, the Chilli.

The epithet of Siddha or Sidh has two

meanings in India, viz., a prophet and a

chemist. In the latter case, it is a con-

traction of Rasa-Siddha. The Sabian
" Shith" appears to have l he same signi-

ficance and is only a corruption of the

Sanskrit word " Siddha”. According to

the Indians, "Adima, the Sidh" was the
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first of the chemists, whereas, according to Hie

Sahians " Adinnim, the Shith" was the first of

(he chemists. Such being the case, it will not he

unreasonable lo infer that Ihc doctrines of

Adima, l he Siddha, who was manifestly an

Indian, came lo be spread, in course of time,

amongst the Sahians also, who appear to have a

cultural connection with India, even from (he Proofof

pre-historic times. We find, in Charaka that one anJ
UM

of Ihe several sages who attended a medical connect

i

conference, which was held by the sages in -

a
India at the time of Bharadwasa, was the great Mctent

times
sage Kankayana ot Balkh. The name with

Kankayana is evidently of Sanskrit origin. We
also find in the Puranas and m Ihe

Ramayanaand the Mahibharata that there was a bc^und

close, social intercourse in the ore- historic ages ancient
_ ,

_ _ .
. ,

-
±. books,

between India and Lhe tern tones to the west ot

India, such as Afghanistan, Balkh, etc. As tor

instance, Oandhari, Ihe mother of Duryodhana

was Lhe daughter of the King of Kandahar.

Soma Dutia. King of Balkh came to attend a

Shradh ceremony at Mutra in India. Ele was a

devout worshipper of Siva. His son

Ilhurishrava became an ally of Duryodhana and

fought in the gieat war at Knrukshetra which

look place more than 5000 years ago. In all

probability, all these territories formed a pail

of [ndia in
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l hose days, at Least from the racial and

cultural point ol' view.

We also find in Mr. Stapleton's hook

that Adimum, the first chemist, obtained

his docfine from ,r Akhnukh " who may he

identified with the sage ” Ushanash" or

Shukra who was a great scholar and

physician, and is said to have attained

mercurial body even during his life time..

It will be seen m the Parana* that the

sage Shukra, although a Brahman hy

birth, came to be a spiritual guide and

preceptor of the javans or non- Indians

and of the As Liras or people who did not

belong to the race of the Aryas. It is to be

pointed out, in this connection, dial the Letter

"S " is often pronounced colloquially as K
;
as

for example, Vrisha (meaning bull) Is

pronounced as "Vrikh." No wonder, there-

fore, that U shan ash has been pronounced

as "Akhnukh".

1

2

) Chandra Semi.

The second name in the first list is that

of Chandra Sena. He appears to be the

chemist king who forged the famous iron

pillar of Delhi, which, according to the

short inscription embossed on it, was erected

by king Chandra Sena on the mount of

Vknupada (in Gaya). This king Chandra
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was the faultier of the Chandra dynasty

(wrongly translated as Lunar dynasty). This

Chandra is not to be confused, as is

generally done, with Chandra, the moon.

The founder of the Chandra dynasty was as

human as we are. Chandra Sena, the forger

of the wonderful iron pillar, which, though

exposed to the inclemencies of a tropical

climate for several centuries., has gel no rust

on it, must have been a great chemist, and

can safely be identified with Chandra Sena,

the chemist, referred to In the "Rasa-ratna-

satnuchchaya'". But the question whieh

now arises is this : what are the grounds on

which we can base our assumption that this

Chandra Sena is no other than King Chandra,

the founder of the Chandra dynasty The

line of argument which led us to arrive at this

conclusion is this : Chandra Sena or King

Chandra * erected the iron pillar on a hill

in Gaya as a monument of his success in

conquest. The pillar was subsequently

removed by some one to a place near Delhi.

The removal of the pillar from such a long

distance must have caused a good deal of

trouble and expense. The motive under-

lying the removal w*as not an idea of

vandalism, as no harm was done to the pillar.

farmius iron

pillar (it

Delhi.

Thu itason
why th is

idml i

HuaLiun is

mark

.

* " Sena ” means warrior or king.
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It was, *11 the other hand, re-erected very

securely in its present position. This must

have been done by some king of Delhi with

a view to protecting the pillar. The Hindu

king* of Delhi or llastinapur (founded by

I last in a, a descendant of king Chandra, the

founder of the Chandra dynasty) mostly

belonged to the Chandra dynasty. Some
of these king* must have taken the trouble

of removing the pillar from Gaya to

|[a*tinapur out of respect for the founder

of their family. In the long list of kings

ruling in Delhi the only person of the name
of Chandra l* Chandra, the founder of the

dynasty. We are therefore forced to identify

this Chandra Sen with king Chandra, father

of EHudEia, and grandfather of Pururava.

referred to in the Vedas.

Chandra was about 32 general ion* ahead

of Judliisthira, who ftourislied about 3 10(1 13.

C. The date of Chandra may, therefore, be

approximately fixed to be not less than 5000

B.C. lie was the author of a treatise named
” Rasa-dtandrodaya" from which the pre-

paraiion of" Chandrudaya Makaradhwaja "

lias been obtained.

(3) Ravana, King of Lanka.

The third chemist in llae list
,r A" is

Ravana, king of Lanka. Ravana was
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acquainted with, the preparation of " Muda-

nananda Modaka", the famous aphrodisiac and

tonic which contains, inter alia, mercury,

sulphur, and mica. Invention of some other

medicines named ” Praiapa Lankeswara”,
,r

Lartkeswara Rasa ”, ” Lanka-dhipeswara Rasa",

etc. is attributed to Ravana. These medicines

which contain incinerate mercury, mica,

sulphur, orphncnl. ete., are excellent remedies

tor leprosy, ete. This shows [hat Ravana was

acquainted with the process of incinerating

mercury, (see Nilyanath). The authorship of the

booklet ™ Arka-prakasa " is attributed to him.

The reference to the treatment of " Phiranga
,r

disease or syphilis found in Arka-prakasha.

does not prove that this book is of modern

origin. Some are of opinion that the name "

Phiranga" was given to the disease prevalent

amongst the "Pheringees"

(contractionof'French"), an epithet applied by

[lie Indians to Lhe earliest Europeans coming to

India. This assumption is tar from

satisfactory the French were not Lhe fiist of

[lie Europeans who came to India. The word "

Phiranga-roga" appears to me to be a

corruption of "Priyanga roga". "Priyanga"

means the Limb which is dear. " Priyanga-roga

", therefore, means the disease pertaining to the

dear Limb, i.e., syphilis. Another name

with Hie

sress

incinerat

mercury.

I Ee was
the
author o f

(Hak^sha

Which
cannot
be of
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1

for this disease was Upadangsha—a name

used an Charaka and the other ancient

treatises. The epithet Plierint3.ee {or

Priyangi) appears to have been coined usider

an impression that (he
,r Priyanga " disease

was more p rev a Lett! amongst the Europeans

who settled in India than amongst the

Indians who were,, of course, not al alt

free from it. An elaborate ireatmenl of

this disease is to be found in most of the

treatises composed Long before the arrival

of the Europeans. Those who have

studied the Indian systems of medicine

very carefully and have a practical ex-

perience of the treatment of syphilis will

endeuse my views that Upadansa and

Phiranga or Syphilis is the same disease

with minor differences in symptoms in

different cases, due to Lise difference in Lise

degree of virulence of the poison causing the

disease and to the difference in tlse con-

stitutions of tlse patients.

It cannot therefore be stated that syphilis

was imported into India by the Europeans.

Even taking for granted that this has beesi

so, what proof there is to show (hat tlse

mention of the disease in Bliava-Prakasha

and Arka prakasha has not been interpola-

tions made by mode ns scribes ? It has all

along been the tendency of people all over
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Use world to modernise ancient works toy

additions and alterations in language as

well as in subject matters. There are lots

of evidence to show that this tendency has

been at work especially in (he field of

Indian literature, in view of all lids, we
cannol agree with those who maintain that

it was an impostor who elected to remain

anonymous and to Ihrusl the authorship of

his own work, named "Arka Pra kasha" upon

Ra \ ana, the legendary king of Lanka.

Indian tradition and chronicles assign to

Ravana an antiquity which is represented

by an incredibly long figure. To make a

mo si moderate estimate of this antiquity,

we may place him on the other side of 50(H)

B.C.

|4) King Rama Chandra.

The brightest luminary in ihe sky we
have been gating at is King Rama Chandra

of Ayodhya. the hero of the celebrated

poem " R amay ana,'
- who killed Ruzana in

ihe field of battle, lie was sent on exile

for 14 year*, during the greater portion of

which he was in Use forest of Dandaka,

where he spent his time in the company of

great sages who styled him "Dandaka

natha " or king of the Dandaka forest. Here

he learnt chemislry and alchemy from the

sages and especially from lwo of them, named

5

for rhe
JUlL' i LT'l [
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Kala-nalha. and Lakshmiswaia who were not

only iby Ls but Siddbas or chemists as well.

In those days, the forest of Dandaka was full

of hermitages where great saints and yogis

lived and spent their time in divine con-

templation. The book ,r

Raina-rajiya" is

the greatest heritage lefl to us by this

chemist king. In vain did 1 Look for a

reference to [Ins book in Dr. Sir P. C. Roy's

History of Hindu Chemistry. Most pro-

bably the Dr. is not even aware of the

existence of such a book. Reference to

this book is to be found in Rasa- Rain a-

Samuehehaya and in Bhava-Frakasha. It

will appear to a careful student of Hindu

chemistry that a considerable portion of our

existing knowledge of the science is to be

found in this monumental work. There

can not he any doubt as to (lie authorship

of this original book, it is not in any way

indebted to the other treatises hitherto

brought to light, and this shows that it is

more ancient than Rasarnaea of Shambhu

and Rasa-Ratnakara of Nagarjuna. in Lhe

preface of Rama-rajiya* it has been clearly

stated that it is composed by king Rama-

ehandra of Ajodhaya, son of Dasaratba, who
learnt Rasa-vidya (metallic chemistry) from

such great sages as Kala-natha, and Laksmi-

swara. Elsewhere in the book, it is stated
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Lhal the author is one who prepared an

image of his wife in gold manufactured

by himsell { 4 nfc^tT^fwiS: ). in

Ramayana also we find dial Rama-chandra

prepared a golden image of his wife Seela.

Rama-raj iya throws a light on the question

of how this gold was obtained. Rasa-Rutna-

Samuchchaya and Bhava-pra kasha have

drawn much upon this important treatise.

Bhava-prakasa has also quoted from Rama-

raj iya two lines which are significant :

Rua-ratna-
'M ii in., Ik'hnvj

.mil ;jl::n j.

prjkasha
Ilii'i drill '- il

III IK'Il ILpI'lL

Ikiv bnok.

" The true process of incinerating the

metals, as experienced by the great Yogis,

is now described by king Rama-chandra,

who learnt it, out of curiosity, from those

yogis.”

No other king of the name of Rama
than king Rama of Ajodhya had an occasion

to associate himself closely with great Yogis,

who always live in the forests.

There is another book the authorship of

which is attributed to king Rama-chandra.

This is Rasendra-Cbinlamani. The manus-

cript which I had to study of this book

has it clearly that this was composed by

king Rama-chandra, of the Surya dynasty,

who was a son of Dasaralha and a disciple

I k1 js aliiu

i h. ;iul}ii.ir pf

Rj.-icndrn

ChmtamnnL,
umrihLr
iiriul tiLipk,
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of Kala-natba. I find in Sir P. C. Roy's

History of Elindu Chemistry that he came

across two different kinds of manuscripts,

some of which ascribe the authorship to

Rama-chandra, whereas the rest of them to

Dhunduka natha, disciple of Kala- natha.

The name " Dhunduka natha " is evidently

a scribe's mistake for Dandaka natha, the

name given to R ant a-chan lira, while lie

resided in the forest of Dandaka. in review-

ing the preface of vol. I of my Rasa-Jala-

Nidhi. a writer in ’’Prabasi" of Jaista 1334

asserted that the author of the book was

not Dandaka natha. but Dhunduka natha, a

Buddhist Bhikshu. This opinion carries

very little weight with those who have

actually read the book which is full of

salutations to Elindu gods and goddesses,

without the slightest reference to Buddha or

anything connected wit El Buddhism.

This book bears a distinct mark of com-

position by two different authors—one

ancient and another modern, one original

and another commentator. The original

composition, which is believed to be that

by King Rama-chandra, is in elegant verse,

whereas the supplementary one which is

of comparatively modern origin, is mainly

in prose. These two distinct portions have

been woven up into a complete fabric which
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is likely to deceive the eye*! of a busty

reader, but not those of an attentive and

persistent student. The ftrst layer of com-

position is decidedly of a very ancient origin

and has no reference to such modern

chemists as Nagarjuna. Nityanatha. etc.,

whereas (he second layer contains such

references. Dr. Sir P. C. Roy appears to

take the whole thing to he the composition

of one and the same author, and the

references to Nagarjuna, Nityanatha. and

Chakrapani, etc., found in the manuscript

forming a supplementary portion of the

treatise, have led him to infer that the book

was composed in the 14th. century A.D.

That Rasendra Chintamani is decidedly

older than any other existing treatise on

Indian metallic chemistry is evident from

the fact that mention has been made in it

of 9 different kinds of iron, most of which

can no longer be identified, whereas not

more than three kind* have been mentioned

3n books which are comparatively of a

modern origin.

Rama-chandra was a contemporary of

Ravana. The remarks we made about ihc

age of Ravana also apply to Rama-chandra.

{5) fCapaii, author iij Rasu-raja-makottodhi.

The next author in the list is Kapali.
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His work which- has not yet been dis-

covered, was evidently extant at the time

of Siddha Nityanatha, author of Rasa-rat eta

-

kara. No. 11, who says that he consulted

the work of Kapali, the divine physician. (6)

Afa 1 ia

.

Nothing is at present known of him.

(7) Mumtuvya.

Nagarjuna. ihe author of Rasa-ratnakara

No. 3,. who flourished between the 1st and

the 4th. centuries B. C. has drawn nmcli

upon Mandavyaj, who flourished at least

1200 years before Nagarjuna, i.e.. about

IbOO B. C. His works have not yet been

discovered. The principle which we intend

to follow in the matter of fixing dates in

this case is our presumption that at least

loo years elapsed after Hie compilation

of one famous treatise before the necessity

for a new compilation was sbongly felt.

(R/ Bhttsktirti.

He is the author of Rasendra-hhaskara

which has not yet been discovered.

(Hj Sitruxctia.

Nothing at present is known of this

chemist.

(iQ) Ralmtkosha.

He is no! to be confused with Ralna-

ghosha, a disciple of Nagarjuna. as referred
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to in Rasa-ratnakara, No. I. Nothing at pre-

sent is known of him.

(//) Shambhu.

He is tlic author of the famous book,

Rasarnava, another excel lent (realise which

has escaped the ruth lens havoc of times.

It is a mine of useful informations to a

chemist. We have been (hinking of ediling

the book with a clear English translation.

Rasarnava has much in common with Rasa-

ratnakara of Nagarjuna. Dr. P. C. Roy

thinks that Rasarnava has borrowed copiously

from Rasa-ratnakara. We are prepared to

prove, from a comparison of the contents of

these two books, that the case is quite the

reverse. Rasa-ratnakara of Nagarjuna is

cleat Ly indebted to Rasarnava. and this is

what it should be, because Shambhu, the

author of Rasarnava, flourished, according to

the principle adiopted by us, al least 800

years before Nagarjuna.

Dr. Sir P. C. Roy did not trouble him-

self about the authorship of Rasarnava and

he thinks that the book was composed in

1200 A..D. In the face of clear evidences

of a convincing nature, we cannot support

Dr. Roy in this assumption.

In proceeding to show that the medicinal

use of mercury was known to the Indians

even al the time of Baraha-mihira, the well-
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known astronomer, who died, according to

native tradition and chronicles, in the first

century B. C, or at the latest, in 587 A.D.,

as maintained by the western scholars.

Dr. Roy has justly quoted a prescript ion of

an aphrodisiac from Brihat Siddhanta of

Baraha-mihira (vide page LXXXI, Vol. I

of Dr. Sir P. C. Roy's book). The doctor,

however, did not enquire into the source of

Baraha-mibira's information. Had he done

so, and had he succeeded in his attempt,

the whole of his book would have been

until:*'

mUdra (1st
.'.nl ii rv

.r.L mus
imti 'I iclmI 1o

Nil i a-

imthu.

wild was
HwJutituJ tu

Nuaurjtinu
(ill Century

l i. C.J anil ki

Sliunibhu.

written differently.

The prescription given by Baraha-mihira

is a brief description of the medicine, named
" Madana-Sundara-Rasa ", the use of which

lias been described in detail in " Rasa-

rat nak a ra” of Nityanatha, who has been

placed in the 14th century by Dr. Roy. He
must have flourished before Baraha-mihira's

death, which took place in 5B7 A.D.. if not

in the first century B.C.

Nityanatha has given the source of his

information in this way: " whatever has

been stated by Shambhu in Rasamava*

* Dr. Roy's translation of this Linn has not

been happy . Il runs as follows:
— "whatever has

been revealed by Siva in Rasarnava" Here
" Samhhii* does not mean Siva, the God, bat

Sambhu, the human chemist, referred 1o in several

books.
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said byN 4igarju.ua " have been con-

sulted by me.

Et appears from the above that Nityanalha,

who flourished long before 5H7 A.D., con-

sidered Shambhu to be an earlier authority

than Nagarjuna, who flourished, according

to (he " Raja-larangini ". in the 4th ceniury

B.C. Shambhu occupies the 14th, where-

as Nagarjuna the I Sth position in the

list. In accordance with the principle

we have been acting upon, Shambhu may be

placed between Ihe E 2 th and the 15th cen-

turies B.C. He is not to be confused with

the (iod, Siva, one of whose names is

Shambhu.

( 12 } Su I vika
. ( 1

3

)
Ntir£tbaha/Ui r { 14 )

Sndrtidtt. ( 15 } Gomukha, and {\&) Kambtih.

At present we know nothing about these

live chemists. They appeat to have lived

between I 000 to 500 B.C.

(17) Vyati.

lie was a great chemist and an authority

on the chemistry of gems, lie may be

identified with the well-known grammarian of

that name. We have not yet found out any

hook alleged to have been written by him.

Ele may be taken to have preceded Nagarjuna

by about a century, and may therefore be

placed in the 5th cenlury B.C.
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flfi) NagarjmtH.

Hi was the author of Rasa-ratnakara

(No. 1). I [e flourished according to Raja-

tarangini (the history of Kashmir,, composed

hy Kalhana in the nth century A.I>.>, in the

4th century B.C.. and according to sonic

of the modern scholars, in the 1st century

B. C. In his hook, he has acknowledged

his debts to Mandavya, and Shambhu
(author of Rasarnava). In complex chemical

processes, he cites his preceptor as authority.

EIc refers to mercury as the semen of

Mahadeva. This is undoubtedly a Hindu

conception., lie was a Buddhist, and as

such, cannot be said to have coined this

epithet of mercury. He must have learnt

the science of mercury from the Hindus,

ami especially from the works of Mandavya,

and Shambhu.

According to the Endian almanacs. King

Vikramaditya of Ujjayini defeated the

Scythians, 19S5 years ago, ft-., in 57 B.C.

Baraha-mihtra, who was one of the nine

gems of the court of this king, must have,

therefore, flourished in the 1st century B.C.

Modern scholars, however, have placed

him six centuries Later. According to these

scholars, the great astronomer died in the

year 587 A.D. 3n his Brihat-sanghita,

Baraha-mthira has given a composition of
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a tonic and aphrodisiac, which contains*

among ocher things, incinerated mercury,

pyrites, mica, and bitumen. This medicine,

which is named Madana-5undara-Basa* has

evidently been borrowed, as has already been

pointed out, from Rusa-ratnakara of Nilya-

natha. Nityanatha was a Bengalee chemist,

as will toe evidenced from his reference to

the "jhola'’ {soup) of fish, an expression

used by (he Bengalis only. Baraha-mihira

lived in the province of Malwa. A few

cenluries must have elapsed before the fame

of the Bengali Nityanatha's compilation

readied Malwa. Nicyanacha, therefore, must

have flourished between the 3rd century

B.C. and the 4(h century A.D. Nityanatha

says that one of the authors he consulted

was Nagarjuna, who must have composed

his treatise long before the 4th century

A.D. In view of all these facts, we have

no hesitation to assert dial Rasa-ratnakara,

the authorship of which is attributed to

Nagarjuna, niust ha\e been composed during

Lhe lifetime of Nagarjuna, i.e.. between the

4th century B.C., and the 1st century A.D.

As regards the exact date of Nagarjuna.

we feel constrained to make a few observa-

tions which might be taken into considera-

tion in arriving at a final decision on the

point :
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According to Rajatarangini, the history of

Kasmir, Nagarjuna was a contemporary of

King Kanishka, and flourished 150 years

a tier (he death of Buddha. If we rely upon

i his statement, Nagarjuna may he placed in

Ihe 4th century G. C. But there is one

thing which stands in the way of our accept-

ing Ihe above statement to he (rue, viz. ,
(he

date of Kanishka, which has been fixed by

modern scholars to be ahoul 400 years after

Buddha's death. Such being the ease, we

shall have to accept one of the following

conclusions that can possibly he drawn from

Ihe data al. our disposal :

—

(I) Nagarjuna flourished 150 years

after the death of Buddha, and he was not

a contemporary of Kanishka. who reigned in

the 1 st century B. C.

{2) The former was a contemporary of

Kanishka, and flourished, therefore, in the

1st century B.C. and not in Ihe 4th century

B.C.

(3} The date of Kanishka, as referred

to above, has been fixed wrongly, lie may

have reigned, as the Raja-la rang ini says, in

the 4th eenlui y B.C.

(41 Kanishka, as referred lo in the Raja

larangini T may he a person different from

Kanishka. who has been placed in Ihe 1st

century B.C.
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If we accept the third or the 4th of (he

above conclusions to be true, the anthem icily

of tlie Raja-tarangini is maintained, but if we

accept the first or the second to be true.

Ibe authenticity of the book is discarded,

at least partially.

The true spirit of a scientific investigation

requires that we should either rely upon

the authenticity of the Raja-tarangini of

discard it altogether.

It would not be quite safe to accept one

half of Raja-tarangini's statement to be true,

and to discard the other half. It is there-

fore for our consideration whether we are to

accept or reject the testimony home by the

Raja-tarangini with regard to the age of

Nagarjuna. In other words, we shall have

to look for evidence in support, or in rejec-

tion. of the assertion that Nagarjuna flour-

ished about the 4th century B.C. There is

one evidence ai least which lends support to

the authenticity of the Raja-tarangini, viz.,

the evidence furnished by the Indian alma-

nacs with regard to the age of Baraha-mihira.

who was one of the nine gems in the court of

the King, in whose name an era, named the

"Samvat", was inaugurated 1985 years ago.

The Indian almanacs are annual records

kept from time out of memory, throughout

the different parts of India, and, as such.

Either i rty

li|V::1 Ihc

diiitiaiuirity

nfRajii-

tsrangini or
dweand Li.

allqgethET

U a. ratal
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iMterdirig 11-1
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leave very Mule room for miscalculations

about the exact ]i umber of years following

the institution of [lie era, as recorded in them.

The fact that almanacs in (he different

parts of India have all along agreed, even

be lore [lie introduction of Lhe printing press

with regard to the exact number of years

following the commencement of the era shows

that no such mistake was committed, con-

sciously or unconsciously, in the calculation

of the "Samvat" and the other eras recorded

in the Endian almanacs. Those who have

had an opportunity of looking into manuscript

almanacs, prepared long before the inti od ac-

tion of the printing press into India, will,

1 have no doubt, endorse my views. In the

absence of the printing press, the railways,

and the other means of communication

between the different parts of this vast

country, the makers of almanacs could not

have been uniform in a particular mistake,

ail over Lhe country. Having regard to all

these facts, we have, I believe, no justifica-

tion for repudiating the evidence furnished

by the almanacs about the age of Baraha-

rnihira and his patron, the king who in-

stituted [he "Samvat" era.

Baraha-mihira, as has already been said,

lived about 5 7 B. C, according to Lhe

Indian almanacs, lie was indebted to
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Nityanatha, and Nityanatha was indebted to

Nagarjuna, who mu si have flourished, at

least, a lew ceniuries before Baraha-mihira.

Ef we are not quile wrong in the line of

arguments followed here, I do not see any

reason why the testimony borne by the Raja-

tarangini with regard to the age of

Nagarjuna should be discredited. 3n such

a case, we yhall have to aceepl, as a matter

of course, the third or the fourth conclusion

stated above.

{IV) Surananda (10)
1 Nugahodht

We kiiow very litlle of the two.

(2d'! Ja&f>dhami or Jasodkiira.

Ele was the author of Rasa-Prakasa-

Sudhakara and was a resident of a tort,

called "Jeerna", situated in Sural (Sura

rastra). He may be placed in the lirst cen-

tuiy B.C.

Nilva-natha.

The problem of the age of NLtyanatha is

somewhat puzzling. Ete must have flourished,

as lias previously been shown, between the

3rd century B.C. and the 4th century A.D.

[[is compilation, viz., Rasa-ratnakara, No. 2

which is one of the biggest of all the ancient

compilations, does not bear any mark of

indebtedness to Jasodhara, and the vice

versa, h appears l ha! (he interval between

Nagjrjuna
preceilnl

NiLytuiulka.

Na^fjuiu
cannot
lIilYl N:«v-, be
taknham
Lite -till

Century B.
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A.D., and

the times, of these two chemists was so

short that the fame of one’s work could not

possibly reach the cars of the other, especially

on account of the distance between the

provinces to which they belonged, viz.,

Bengal and Gujrat respectively.

Elis name has not been included in the

iist of chemists given at the outset of Rasa-

ratna-saniuchchaya. In all probability,

Bagbhat, the author of Ra&a-ratna-samuch-

ehaya. had no knowledge of Nityanatha's

works.

(.25) Gitvindti or Bhik.tkii Gavimhi.

He is the eighth lit the list from Nagar-

juna. If Nagarjuna flourished in the first

century B.C.. Govinda should have flourished

in the 8th. century A.D. T at the Latest. He
was a Sannyasi and a preceptor of Sankara-

eharjya, who flourished in Die 8th. century

A.D. Tins corroborates the validity of our

assumption bused on the principle w:e have

adopted for the purpose.

Dr. Sir P. C. Roy is not inclined to

identify Govinda, Ull; chemist, with GovLiida,

the preceptor of Sankaracharya, on the

following grounds \

—

ft) It is questionable whether at such an

early date (i.e.. 8th. century A.D.) the pro-

gress of chemical knowledge, as revealed in
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Rasa-hridaya by Bhikshu Govinda or

Bhagabat Govinda, bad been attained in

India . and

(2) [n the colophon al the end of one of

the three manuscripts discovered, it is stated

that the book was written by Bhikshu

Govinda, al a respectful request made by

Medan a- rat ha, king of the Kiratas, who
himself was a great chemist. This is

followed by an expression "Let Tathagata

(Buddha) be for what is good". From

this Dr. Roy has inferred that Govinda,

the author of Rasa-hridaya, was of the

Buddhistic persuasion. "We have no valid

reasons", says Dr. Roy, "to believe that

Sankara, the sturdy champion of Brah-

ininicaL faith should have sat at

the feet of a Guru of the opposite erced'V

To the first of the points raised by Dr.

Roy against the identification of Govinda,

the author of Rasa-hridaya, with Govinda,

the spiritual guide of Sankaracharya, our

reply will be only a repetition of what we
have already proved beyond the shadow of a

doubt that long before the death of Baraha-

mihira, who died, according to Dr. Roy him-

self, in 5 H 7 A.D., chemical kEiowledge of the

Hindus had attained such a state of develop-

ment as has not been surpassed by anything

contributed by later compilers.

6
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Our reply to Lbe second point raised by Dr.

Roy is that (a) Govinda, the preceptor of

Sankaracharya was a Bhikslm or Sannyasi, and

as such, did not belong to any particular creed

or caste. A real Sannyasi has no caste and no

creed —his is a universal religion. Apart front

that, a real Hindu, not to speak of an ascetic

like Sankanacharya, while adhering rigidly to

the customs and manners prescribed by his

forefathers, which are calculated to foster the

well-being of the society as a whole, should

always be ready lo learn from wise men of any

creed or caste. Instances of this mentality are

not rare even in our days. Moreover, to say that

Let Tathagala be for the good." which the

author might have said to please Lhc Buddhist

king, Joes not indicate that the Ibriner was of

Buddhistic persuasion. We should not forget

that Buddha has all along been revered by the

Hindus as an incarnation of the Deity. It

cannot be said that Jayadeva was Lhe earliest

person to whom the idea occuired tor lhe lirst

time, lie could not have taken, in defiance of

the religious notions existent at his time, the

hold step of composing a hymn to Buddha,

regarding him as an incarnation of the supreme

Deity. The field had evidently been prepared

for the attitude which was taken by Juya-deva,

one of the most ardent
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devotees of Vishnu. As a matter of fact,

Sakya-sinha, one of the several Buddhas,

diil not introduce any new system of religion

into India, lie himself was a Hindu and

only adopted the philosophy enunciated by

the previous Buddhas w‘ho were nothing

hut a class of wise Hindus. The activity of

Sankaracharya was not directed against

Buddha himself, but against the Buddhistic

philosophy, which was not propounded by

Sakya-sinha but had been in existence for

several centuries before his birth, and

against the awfully corrupt practices resorted

to by the Buddhists of' later days. In direct

contravention of the teachings of the

Buddhas. What led to the popularity of

Sakya-Sinha, ihe Uuddba, was his piety,

his self-renunciation, his denunciation of

the piuL-tice of animal sacrifices, which, of

course, had never been approved of by

the society as a whole, and ihe simple mode
of his teaching the ignorant mass, which

presented a contrast to the attitude the

Indian sages generally take in keeping

themselves aloof from die society.

Taking all these facts into consideration,

we cannot discard the truth of the time-

honoured tradition that Govinda, the chemist,

was. Llie spiritual guide of Sankaracharya,

especially in view of the facl lhat the age of

it] Apart
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[tie chemist Govinda coincides wilh th-nt of

Govinda, the philosopher of [lie Kth century

A.D.

The hooks which Govinda is said lo have

compiled are [wo, viz., R as a- 1 1 ri daya and

Rasa- Sara. The authorship of Rasa-sara is

attributed by Dr. Roy to a different Govinda.

We have been giving our careful attention to

this point, and decide to wait before we arrive

at a decision on this mailer.

Btighftul.lht?junior.

If we were to make any addition to (he

list of chemists in group A, we should have

put the names of Nityanatha, aulhor of Rasa-

rat nakara
:
No. 2, whom we have placed in

the 3rd century B.C.. of Bagbhat T [he

compiler of Rasa-Ratna-Samuchchaya, and

of Anama Jeva sun,, author of Rusa-

Chintamani.

Bagbhat, the cojnpiler of "Rasa-ratna-

samuchchaya'
r

is to he distinguished from

Vriddha (ancient) Qagbhat. the aulhor of

Astanga-Hridaya. a compilation mainly based

on Charaka, Sushruta. and (heir predecessors,

viz. _ Bhela. Harita, Agnivesha, etc. Accord-

ing to tradition, Vriddha or senior Bagbhat

was the court physician of king Judhislhira,

who nourished about 5000 years ago or in

3100 B.C.
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According to the principle we have al-

ready adopted in determining ihe age of

the chemists mentioned in group A. we may

place Bagbhat, the junior, in the nlh or

L2th century, A.D. This agrees well with

the statement made by Kalhana, author of

Raja-tarangini, thal Bagbhal Lived at I he

ti me of KLi ng J ayasinha ( l L 96- 1 2 1 E A.D. ).

Ananta DeVa Sun.

I jilL-t^ilL. [I IL-

juiiiur.

siitfioruf

Elasa-ratna-

sanuidi-
chfiya, lived

in the jlUl

oj lllh

century,
A.D.

'

it appears (hat Ananta Deva Suri (not

Madananta Deva Suri, as slated erroneously

in Dr. Sir P. C. Roy's book}, author of Rasa

Chintainani, was a contemporary of Bagbhat

There is no (race of anything being

borrowed by Ananta Deva front Bagbhat,

and the vice versa. At the end of his hook,

Ananta Deva mentions that Llc was a

physician of great repute and Lived in the

Kanakachala or mount of Kanaka (modern

Kan a k ha la}. We have no hesitation in

assuming that he also flourished in the 1 2th

century A. D,

Thus, we see lhat almost ah we know of

Hindu Chemistry is to be found in worts

compiled even before the advent of the

Mahomedans in India. A Lot of [realises

on metallic chemistry was, of course, compiled

during the Mahomedan period of (he Indian

history, but these treatises do not contain
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anything original. Even if we find some-

thing new and original in the hooks com-

piled during the Mahomedan period, it

cannot be said that these things were learnt

from the Mahomedans and are of external

origin. On the other hand, these things

had been transmitted verbally, from time

out of memory, th rough generations of

chemists, and compiled by the authors who

thought it desirable to put them in writing.

RiHsa-jiilti-mdhs.

Let me illustrate more clearly what I

mean by my own case. My publication,

entitled " Rasa-jata-nidhi ", which is by far

the most systematic and comprehensive of

all the treatises on the metallic chemistry

of the Hindus, contains much which will

appear to every one, excepting myself and

my preceptor, to be absolutely new and

original. As a matter of fact, there is

nothing in my compilation which I can

conscientiously claim to he my own inven-

tion, except of course the language in which

(he new things have been expressed. The

materials, which will appear to be original

in my book, have been learnt orally from my
preceptor, who learnt it similarly from his

own precepter, and so on. These things

have been transmitted verbally to us by our
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forefathers, through generation* of chemists

teaching cbe science io Iheir disciples. El

will not be right for a critic to say after a

few centuries that in Lie h of what is to be

found! in my compilation must have been

learnt from (he Europeans and are of ealer-

nal origin, in as much as they are not

to be found in the previous compilations.

Any one acquainted with the conservative

mentality of typical Hindus will have no

difficulty in realising thal the spirit of a

true Hindu will revolt al the idea of incor-

porating something of foreign origin into

a treatise on a branch of human culture

believed to be bequeathed to them by their

ancestors. Whenever they have borrowed

anything from foreigners they ha\e acknow-

ledged the debt as such.

Ar-Razt.

Next we turn our attention to the

chemistry in Iraq and Persia, as culled from

Mr. Stapleton's remarkable paper on Ar- Ai-Raziwas

Ra^i. and examine whether Ar- Radi's works

bear any trace of a debt due to India. This

deb:, however, is not denied in the field of will a™™
, , „ ,

tram die

vegetable chemistry. Mr. Staplecon says fotknvwig

thal Ar-Razi was acquainted wilh both a^
lKWlL'’

Sushruta and Charaka. What Mr. Stapleton

is not prepared to admit is that Ar-Razi was
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indebted to the Hindus for tils knowledge of

metallic alchemy as well. The reasons why
] am Inclined to say that Ar-Razi was equally

indebted, to the Indians for his knowledge of

metallic chemistry are as follows—

(1) Ar-Razi uses the word " marqua

shisha" to denote pyrites. The word

is clearly a corruption of Lhe Indian

" makshika ” which means the same tiling

i.e., pyrites, [t will be seen that the wend

"makshika'’ is lo be found inCharaka,

Sushruta, and all the other books on Indian

medicine.

(2) Shakk (arsenic or os,ide of arsenic)

This is evidently a corruption of the Indian

" shankha
,r which means "gouripashana" or

sulphide of arsenic. The word in Sanskrit

has two .meanings viz., conch shell and

arsenic stone. Mr. Stapleton says (vide

footnote, page 3525 Lhat the klc Mahamaho-

padhyaya Pandit Satish Chandra Vidyablm-

shana reported io him that the word

"shank ha” in Sanskrit possessed only one

meaning, viz., "conch shell." and "that

it :s never applied to a poison," The late

Pandit probably looked for the word in a

dictionary which does not contain many of

the technical terms mainly used in astrology,

chemistry, etc. The ancient books on Indian

chemistry are fail of references to "sankha
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vjsha'
r

or " shank hi," meaning Sulphide of

Arsenic.

(3) Qutti—The Persian word means an

alkali (from Persian " Alquili ” ). The [ luJian

word " khara " which is of a more ancient

origin, mea ns the same thing. The word

quili is therefore a corruption of "khara"

or "khari."

(4) Measures of weight pjt tho worA.t <jf

Ar-Rtizi and other Persian Chemists.

Il is interesting to note that measures of

weight, as found in the works of Ar-Razi

and other Persian chemists* are based on

those adopted by Charaka and the other

Indian chemists. The Persian "dirham"

is a contraction of the Sanskrit " dharan,"

and the Persian " mann " is the same as the

Indian " man a " or " manika.'
r According

to the Persians, [2ft dirhams make one

pound or rati and two rails make one

"mann.'" That is also the case with us :

1 ZK dharans make one anjali T and two

anjalis make one mana or manika (a seer).

(5) Murdaxanj

The Persian name appears to have been

derived from the Sanskrit " mriddara

shringaka," an ore of lead, found by the

side of the Arvuda hills in Gujrat, popularly

H.Ti His"
quill "h
imlIi iiiu hilt

ihe
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hiisCcl mil
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known Ln India by the nameof'mudra
shanMui."

(6) His
oualimi
a Is the
same as

Mnskril
"kalima"

(fi) Quafimia

The Persian word means dross from all

"Bodies" during their purification. The word is

a slightly corrupted Ibrm of the Sanskrit
,r

kalima/ meaning die impure part of a

substance. It has been derived according to [he

rules of Sanskrit Grammar, from the word ,r

kaia,” meaning " black.”

£7) Hishr
same as
the
Sanskrit
^aiawart

a

(7) Lazward ( Lapis Lazuli).

The Persian word means a stone with

bright eyes. It is evidently a corruption of the

Sanskrit ” rajavartT, the etymological meaning

of which is a stone with bright spots rolled

spirally inward. The word p
lazward. " is also in

use among the common people of India.

Reference to this stone is to be found in almost

all the ancient Indian treatises.

(K) Salts Hindi and Baidi.

(»"
sa it is the
Sanskrit
"Saitj/i-
hava

,

and lus

,

vaidi salt

is the

Of the several salts named by Ar-Razi two

arrest our attention, viz., Hindi and Baitli. The

former is perhaps the rock-salt or Saindhava

found in 5 i mill and [he Punjab, and the Latter is

evidently the salt prepared by the
,r

Baidu" i.e..
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Indian physicians, and refers no doubt to the
,r

vida" sail which is used by the Indian

physicians and prepared artificially in India

itself.

(9) Talq.

AlbenjnL is of opinion that " talq” is the

same thing as die Indian " Talak". Whether it is

so or not, the Persian word "talq'
r

is evidently

derived from the Indian " Talak", which is a

contraction of I lari-lalak (orpiment).

) . „
ersian

talq ” is a
comiptto
n of the

[sfe-

( 10) Tuliya.

It has been derived from the Sanskrit
,r

mtthaka " (sulphate of copper.) We have it on

the authority of Ibn Wafid f 1-050 A.D.) that

mines oftntiya were found on the shores of the

Indian ocean (vide footnote, page 350 and also

page 372, Stapleton). It appears, therefore, Lind

the Persians used lo obtain this mineral from

the Indians, who had evidently been acquainted

with its use at an earlier date and must have

given it their own name. We have no doubt

that this name was tu.tthaka or tutiya ”, a

name which is still used by those Indians who

are not acquainted with the Sanskrit name,
"

tutthaka
p

,
A reference to tnllhaka is to

( I o 1 1,| is
''Lutia is

Indian

tutthaka
p
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[II) Hia
ideas were
mfluctKcd
by die

eclieiflusi

beliefs of
the

Sabiuih,
which were
kLinked Ki

tlmaehdd
bv (Ik

UliuIlis.

he found in some of the earliest treatises

on metallic chemistry.

(1 1) The religious beliefs ofthe Sabiatts

(Harraniam or Chaldeans).

Mr. Stapleton says that the ideas of Ar-

Razi were to a certain extent influenced by

the religious beliefs of the Sabians, who
believed that God was both one and many
in the different phenomena (i.e.. the planets

and stars). This is exactly the views of

the Hindus even to the present day. The

stars are worshipped in India from time

out of memory, not for the belief that they

arc the shapers of human destiny, but for the

belief that die great God( utSvl; I has

manifested Himself in them. They are not

sltapcrs but only indicators of human destiny

( fldHrjjS
| )

The

pictures on the walls of a Chaldrean

temple of Saturn, viz., that of a black

Indian old man holding an axe in the hand,

etc., are exactly in keeping with the con-

ception of Saturn found in the ancient

treatises on Indian Astrology, such as,

Bribat Parasara Hora Sbastrani*, a treatise

*
I have edited Mas most difficult of ihe ast-

i . 1
1

1
l-

.

.

1 i
:-~. vas .» il .

i

;i Ji l il

L

1

;i 1 i tr jnslalioil
, ,i

portion of which was published some - eight

yearn back in rhe Sahitya Sanli iia of Calcutta.
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compiled by (be sage Parasara, son of

Bharadwasa.

I find in Mr, Stapleton's boot tbal

according lo AL-Masudi, die ancient Sabians

had some connection with India. They went

on pilgrimage to a temple of Saturn in

Brahmanahad, the then capital of the Sind

province. It was situated in an old channel

of the Indus {Left bank) about 40 miles

N. E. of the modern Hyderabad, and

therefore only about 100 miles to the south

of Mohenjo-dero, where many relics of pre-

historic civilization have recently been dis-

covered. Mr. Stapleton appears to be of

opinion that the oily of Brahmanabad

(literally, a settlement of the Brahman as)

which contained a temple of Saturn to which

the Sabi a tts used to gif on pilgrimage was

an outpost of Mesopotamian civilization.

This is a conclusion which I Jo not think

is warranted by Al-Masudi's statement

t hat " the Sabians had some conn ac-

tion with India and that they went
on pilgrimage Lo a temple of Saturn

in EJrahmanabad or Al-Mansura'
r

. We are

inclined to draw from the above si element

a conclusion which is quite the reverse of

what Mr. Stapleton has arrived al. It

appears to me that the ancient Sabians or

(J21 The
ancinnl

Sabians
MchaJd-
rians ltd
some
connection
with India

aid they
went on
jHlgranaac

if li'cmpk
«F Saluni Ln

Brahinana-
bud (in Sind
in [idia).

1 1 apnears
Ilial the

ancient
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Sabi unit

were an uHi
sko^L of Ihc

I nd i ii raLC.

W orahip of
planets is

pkivikm In

lixliu l
l
vlti [o

I ll is lI;i v.

Theoni Ikki

Kinplaof
Sam™
Is l 1 1

_
" Kuoarat"
tHnpLc in

Orissa
(Kofia-

Satum,
atta-siMii,

Chaldrians were originally an offshoot of

the Indian race and that they could not

cut off their connection with India for

several centuries after they had settled in

Mesopotamia. They used to go on pilgri-

mage to the land on which they were

dependent for their origin and culture ;

otherwise they would not have taken the

trouble of going on pilgrimage to a temple

of Saturn in India, while they had their

own temples in Mesopotamia itself. As
a matter of fact, worship of planets and

erection of temples for the purpose of such

worship were prevalent throughout India

even from the commencement of Indian

civilization. There arc many such temples

even to this day in India. Calcutta has

got at least one temple of Saturn where

the image of the planet is worshipped by

hundreds of votaries. It is on the Nimta la-

ghat Street. The earliest temple of

Saturn existent to this day is the famous

temple of M Konarak" in Orrisa.. It is now
in ruins and has long been abandoned.

The name ,r Konarak " has been a puzzle

to the general public. It has been explained

in many ways. None of these explana-

tions is satisfactory. The real meaning

of the word "Kanarak Mandir" is the

temple of the planets Saturn and Suit, The
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word is a compound one and consists of

two words, viz.
,
Kona (Saturn) and Arka

(Suej). The word " Kona" has two
different meanings, vj'z., (!) an angle, and

(2'J Saturn. The second meaning is not

familiar to us, hut it is to be found in the

Furanas *. Whatever that may be„ the

temple of "Konarka 1 was a temple dedicated

to the two planets, via., Saturn and Sun.

According to the Puranas. it was built by

Shamba, son of Sree Krishna, with a view to

worship the planets in the hope that the

action might lead to his being cured of

leprosy from which he had been suffering.

Shamba was bom about 5000 years ago, i.e.. a

few years after the commencement of the

Kali era which began to he counted 50 2ft

years ago.

That the Mesopotamians learnt the

worship of the planets from the Indians is

apparent even from the very names of the

planets
;
as for instance, the Sabi an name

for Jupiter is " Mushtari" which is a eoirup-

tion of Mritwari (i.c., enemy of death), one

of tlie Indian names for Jupiter. The

name lor Mars is Mamkh which is a corrup-

tion of one of the several Indian names

H? ¥T<TSt(: ftfqital : W

1

*R! i

w1ik.Ii »'zs

bu ill by a

Min K r.L

Krijfinu
iibiiul SflfX!

ycara ag.».
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PftW f ill' 3

IlIulliI .n'id

cultural

dependence
ofthe West
on Indio .

—

0) M >

as«mn[rikin
in Chuptur 1

I haL : Ik

i>f

Crete was a :i

Indian
SdtllMITUI'.l Li

cuaririiurutml

by Lhc

remain? a I a

building
unearthed in

I lanippa,

lIil moilt: (H

ciHistruc him
itK wfiu:h is

the same *
lr a class of
ban Idijisa -- in

aitcie lit

Crete.

given lo [he same planet, viz,, N'tri.rak(g^fi;
J,

a name which is also given to the God Siva.

Tiie Sabian name for Venus is "Zuhrah 1 '

which is a corruption of the Indian name

Shukrah (pronounced by l he Tamils as

Zukrah).

Tliat there was, in pre-historic ages, a

racial and cultural connection between India

and some other countries to the west of

India, not to speak of Persia and Chaldria

only, will be evident from the facts given

be Low"

—

(i) It has been pointed out in Chapter I

that, in pre-historic times, I3aka, an Indian

Vaisya, by casle, was the ruler of the island

of Crele, which appears to have been a

settlement of the Indians. This is a conclu-

sion which I arrived at about & years ago,

in a paper contributed to a Bengali magazine,

named "Manasi-o-marmabani,’ 1

- -a lew years

before the excavation of Mohenjo Dero and

Ilarappa. The reports of Sir John Marshall

and others on the findings in those two

and other places in Sind amply corroborates

my views that the island of Crete, at least,

was an Indian colonization. We understand

lhai of all the remains of buildings unearthed

in Ilarappa, there is only one which is com-

paratively in a good condition. This is

16ft feel in length from north to souih and
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]36 feet in breadth, from east to west. The

mode of construction and the architectural

peculiarity Ibund in this building markedly

resemble those which characterised u. class

of buildings in ancient Crete. This is an

additional proof of the island of Crete having

been colonised by the ancient Indians.

(2) li has also been proved in Chapter II

that in pre-hisloric times a large body of

Indian emigrants, probably in more than

one batches, came to settle, in course of

Lheir wanderings, in Persia, Arabia,

Phoenicia, Asia Minor, Egypt, and Europe,

and naturally brought with them much

of the Indian civilization and culture.

(3) Apart from the facts brought to light in

Chapters I and II of this paper, I would

refer here to the views expressed by Mr.

II. R. Hall, the renowned archeologist, in

his
,r Ancient History of' the Near East"

(pages 17 1* 174), although 1 do not agree

with him in ail that he says. He maintains

that a branch of the Indian Dravidians

came lo conquer in pre-hisloric Limes, Persia

and Babylonia, and laid in those places

the foundation of the Persian and

Baby Ionian civilization. These Indians,

according to Mr. Hall, had attained a high

state of civilization before they conquered

Persia and Babylonia. They were acqtiaint-

7

f21 A grual

iLiinituir dF

the tiLihuns

VltKISC

deHcerwhntj

j jl1 niMw
Ljj.llud Ihu

CimsL<7j, kfl
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every

munlry rn

cl:.
- wcsl
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t?!j Mr. El all

pro -

, ; Lhjl

u bakli Lif

highly
cmlixml
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Lani|ubr?d
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.in.l Ij.nI I III'

I i : i i I : . I i i i
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Mr.
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thinks that
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latest.
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btp Iburwl iti

Kiihj i ha

9S

cd, at tlie lime of the conquest, with t lie

use of the various metallic weapons, and

could express their ideas in writing by

means of a sort of pictogram.

Having regard to all these facts, we
should be sufficiently justified in holding,

that the people of ancient Persia, Asia

Minor, etc. were indebted to the Indians,

not only for their chemistry and astronomy,

but also for much of their culture and

civilization.

Mr. Stapleton thinks tliat the name of

"Semen of Siva" was given to mercury

about ! 200 A.D . I have al ready proved that

even Nagarjuna the Buddhist, not to speak

of the more ancient Hindu authors, used

this expression in his " Rasa-ratnakara
1

’,

which must have been compiled at least

in the first century B.C. True, Doctor

Sir P. C. Roy does not think that Rasa-

ralnakara was composed so early as that,

but even Dr. Roy has pointed out (See

page XL II I, Vol. 2) that in the Library

of Nepal, there is a manuscript of a tantra

named "Kubjika tantra " in which mercury

has beer described as the generative

principle of Siva. This manuscript is

written in Ciupta character and, in the

opinion of M aliamahopadhyaya Pandit Dr.

Haraprasad Shastri, who brought it to light.
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was copied, about the 6th century A.D. The

original book might have been composed, at

least two centuries earlier Le., in the 4th

century A.D. The idea of Seiner of Siva

therefore must have been conceived long

before the 4th century, A.D. Now, this tantra

has also a clear reference to the incineration

of mercury after its exhaustion with six

times its weight of sulphur. This pre-

supposes a knowledge of all the eighteen

different kinds of mercurial operations i.e. r

the whole science of mercury as known to

the ancient Indians {See Vol. 1 of my Rasa-

Jala -n id hi) and specially the knowledge of

such apparata as Nabhi Jan tram, Jala

J antra m, Ka eh chapa Jailtram, Palana

J antra m, etc., the invention of which has

been attributed to such ancient chemists,

as Nandi (a mythical person), Shambhu,

author of Rasamava, Nagarjuna, author

of Rasa-ralnakara, etc. It is therefore mani-

festly clear that the treatises of Shambhu
and Nagarjuna must have been composed

long before the 4th century A.D.

As to the contention that quick-silver is

nowhere found native in India, l am to

point out that Rasaprakasa Sudhakara and

Rasa-rat nasamuchchay a, etc., testify to the

fact that there had been mines of mercury

in the Himalayas and in the eastern hills.

la.inn UiL'i"!

uliikI have
tlEEil

compiled
jiriur Ili lOlJ

Xo.

At pic'cnt
quick-si lve r

is ni.il tmnul
rul ive in

Sniiid., h.u

lIl'.TE v. d> u

time ytIich

ll Will.
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C'hmmstry,

rgjnic and
inargim.ii:

wasiil'

Indian
Lirifi n.

in days long gone by. These must have

been exhausted long ago. Cinnabar used

to be imported into India from Dardestan,

a province io the north of Kashmir, for

the purpose of extraction of mercury, after

it had been extinct in India proper.

in view of ail these facts, it will not be

unreasonable for us to hold that chemistry,

organic, as well as inorganic based mainly

on the use of mercury, as recorded in

the Indian medical treatises, was of Indian

origin and could not have been imported

from outside India.

It wit! he interesting to close the present

chapter with a diagram showing the relation

in which the different branches of Rasa-

vidya (metallic chemistry and alchemy)

stand to one another 1’ :

—

(cuCl^il l ctieuililry and jkljTiu/)

I Gjk I I

V'idi’ji Kua-cbLkiiHd. Dbau V.Jy*
(akbemrf Vijy^ tMv

TriEUilltL : hsnu nry ( ndus.tr .J fir

of iiMjd ::Iiih

|

^berp’iiiry}

-c'rii tiiLi j Iliiiy.im rtiUcin.i

ItriiAUiiviii <it (Lr«4liuBi» Cvr the lute

disease) Add prevention ut seath decay'

© t*ffW fotmr rfm yiyqu.fsuMfwrsi i

nr wirfimT nt qcu i

Nf=r^rt' fjn^r «tWNt ,-Fn^Ftnrr i

fafoteu hi Vfll'n^ll



CHAPTER IV.

Words borrowed from Sanskrit..

Philologists have propounded [he theory

of a tom in on Indo-European Stock from

which they assume [he origin of the

Europeans and of (he Indo-Aryans. The

grounds on which they have based [heir

theory are the existence of a great many

words which are found common to Sanskrit

and [he European languages, and a striking

similarity [o be noticed in the physical

features of [he individuals belonging lo Lhe

races concerned. In lhe absence of data

more satisfactory than hitherto available to

us, il appears to me to be more than im-

possible to have a peep into the obscure

past and to pass our verdict on the tenable-

ness or otherwise of the theory concerned.

What E propose lo do Imre is to examine

only a few1 of l hose English words which

appear to me to have been borrowed

ready-made from Sanskrit. Languages arc

nor to be declared akin, as Dr. Tucker

rightly says, in virtue of a few superficial

resemblance of vocabulary, however curious

or si ri king. I say !r borrowed, "simply be-

cause* etymologically, ihey cannot be said

to be traceable to kindred roots which may

Example af
j. few Enjj
li ;li wants
which
appear la

liuvc been
bttTTBWEd

ready made
Irani Suns
J:rit.
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be regarded as common to both the

languages and, as such., cannot he supposed

to have been in existence at the time the

SlMlll! O!

1 1 1 irL

cmonmnil
wank iinud
Icigutluir

acccirdi ny In

l:ic rales of

Sunskih
Grammar;

—

forefathers of the hypothetical Indo-Aryan

race were supposed to have Lived together.

Some of these are compound words, the

component parts of which have been joined

together according to the rules of Sanskrit

Grammar, and this act of conjoining them

has a history of its own. The words, as

given below, have been collected from old

as well as from modern English :

Old ELi^Aidi

'anvrarir -

Sanim
Suvamii".

shuck-
kIuiIm

(1) Old English "sovran," meaning gold,

appears to have been derived from Sanskrit

su-varna (gold), a compound word the

etymological meaning of which is "a

thing having a good colour.” The word
"
Sovran” is now supposed to have been

derived from the Latin " sovereign." hut

the sense in which the word was used in

old English doe* not warrant its connection

with ” sovereign.
,r

(2) The word "shock" meaning a sudden

and painful sensation appears to have been

derived from the Sanskrit " shoka" [pro-

nounced ” shok"), meaning grief.

scic-Jicc-

nanjna.

fd) The word "science," akin to Italian

" seienza," appears to have been a modi-

fication of the Sanskrit " sanjna," which is
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composed of the two wards, viz., "sam" and

"j na" T meaning knowledge.

£4) The English "hour." akin to Greek

"horns", appears to have been derived from

the Sanskrit, "liora" which is a contraction

of "ahoratra,” meaning day and night.

(5) The English "warm" appears to

have been derived from the colloquial Indian

"garni"' which has been derived from the

Sanskrit "ghanna" (heat).

(6) The English
11

song’ appears to he a

contraction of the Sanskrit, " song it, "(mean-

ing a song), which is a compound word and

is composed of two words, viz., sam (which

is used to produce an intensifying effect)

and "git," meaning "song."

(7) The word "can" lias been derived

from the old English "kan" meaning to

know. Now, "kan" appears to have been a

modification of the Sanskrit "gan", meaning

know lodge.

(£) Tiie same remark applies to "canon",

meaning "cuie.
1

(9 ) The word " cancer " appears to be a

modification of the colloquial Indian

"kankra” which is a corruption of the

Sanskrit "karkala", meaning a crab.

(10) "Beast" in Chaucer (line 313, B text.

Prologue to Legend of Good Women) is

IsLUJf—hora

YV-uni “
g;irni

‘ghanna.

Sut'ig-iiut'ig-

Can^kan.
gan (jnana|.

Canon
- jlUllil.

Cancer
kankra

(karkatal

I 'l.'.-.I l>ri'h

Oruha)
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used to mean a bull. The Sanskrit for a

bull is ''brish" (vrisha).

(11) "Wood" appears io have been

derived from the Sanskrit "woodyana'",

meaning a garden.

( ] 2
)

" Widow’' appears to have been

derived 1'rom the Sanskrit "widhawa,” which

is composed of two words,, viz., " wi"and

"dhava,” meaning "deprived of" and

"husband," respectively.

(13) The English "score”, meaning

"twenty", appears to be a modification oi'

[he colloquial Indian "kuri", which lias been

derived from ihe Sanskrit "krill", meaning

[wenlv.

(14) "Priest" appears to be a modi lie a

tion o I' I he co 11 oq li ial I nd i an "p rut” w hicli

lias been derived from the Sanskrit ”purohit",

a compound word consisting of two parts,

viz., pura (town) and hit (well-wisher). Both

"prut" and "piirohit" mean the same thing,

viz. "priest".

(15) The word "acid" appears to have

been derived from the colloquial Indian

"asud" (meaning medicine) which has been

derived from the Sanskrit "ausadha" (from

osadhi,. meaning herbs).

(16) The word "ash" appears to have

been derived from the colloquial Indian
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"pash” which is. a contracted form of the

Sanskrit "pansu", (meaning ashes).

f ] 7ji The word ’'amice", meaning Linen

dress, appears to have been derived from (he

Sanskrit, "amsu”. meaning ihe same.

f] H) Old. English "jaunt”,, akin to Ihe

French "jauneer", appears lo have been

derived from the Sanskrit, "sansar" which is

a compound word and means a "family,"

the ''world
7
', and "people".

(I
1

?) The word "feme"
*
meaning ancient,

(vide, line L4, Prologue lo Canterbury Tales)

appears lo have been a modification of the

Sanskrit "purana’’, which is a compound

word.

(20) The word "tern", a kind of plant,

appears to have been derived from the Sans

krit "parna", meaning a leaf.

(21) Anglo saxon
,r

ceorfan
,r (modern

"carve"), meaning lo cut, appears to have

been derived from the Sanskrit "kripan" (a

sword).

(22) Old English "habergeon", meaning

a short coat of mail, appears to have been a

modification of the Sanskrit "abarana", mean

ing a cover.

(23) The word "frango" (as in infringe),

meaning cripple, appears to have been

derived from Lhe Sanskrit "pangu", meaning

the same.

amici: *
airaui.

iau.nl

jaunt'd
E

5;ni.-;;ira.

fera =
IiUiluLL

film ~ pjrm.

LYVtlTjf'l

-kripana.

h jIhu i geon
-ahjIiiiLj.

IhuigHi

—pnntu
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biHEEr

-bnha.

lj.ru.

maxi
- h^ikIli -

iiuilul Earns,

maiiJLy; ”
IITUTIJ

uifm—
munuvu

wecl-wid
fvid)

ftam=arjati

Environ

-avara n

h.ll!>.i|.ll

-ahar

nurvL1 Jiart

l»a.l— Ihila.

(24) "Better", akin lo Persian "behter”,

appears to have been derived from "brihal-

tar", a Sanskrit compound word, meaning

’'greater
11

.

(25) "Most" appears to have been a

modified form of die colloquial Indian

"moslo" which has been derived from the

Sanskrit "mahat-tama".

(261 "Manage" (as in Faerj1 Queen),

meaning "lo sharpen", appears to have been

a modified form of the Sanskrit ’’manj",

meaning ’’to rub", "to sharpen".

(271 "Man" is akin to Sanskrit "manava"

which lias been derived from the Sanskrit

"Manu". the first human being.

(21i) "Weet", meaning to know, appears

to be a modified form of the Sanskrit "wid’V

(29) "Earn" appears lo have been

derived from the Sanskrit "arjan" (meaning

"to earn")

(30) "Environ" appears to have been a

modified form of the Sanskrit "avaran".

meaning lo cover, lo surround.

(31) "Harbour" appears to be a modified

form of i he Sanskrit "abar". meaning

"covered", " protected".

(32) "Nerve” appears to be a modified

form of the Sanskrit "nan" (veins).

(33) "Bat" is a modified form of. the

Sanskrit "bila", meaning a rod, whereas
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(34) "ball” is a modified form of the

Sanskrit "bartur meaning a "sphere", a

round-shaped or a cylindrical body. There

is a distinct reference in the Mahabharata to

the boys of the royal family of Elastinapur

playing at "bita" and "bartur.

(35)
* 'Bottle” is evidently a modified

form of the Sanskrit, "bartur, a cylindrical

body. The word "bartur Enas been derived

from i he root "brit", meaning "to revolve”,

to draw a curve as in "britta", a circle.

(36) "Sit” appears to have been derived

from the Sanskrit "sth it", having the same

meaning.

(37) "Much",, akin to Italian '’motto'’

appears to have been derived from the

Sanskrit "maJiat".

(3ft) "Cot" may have been derived from

the Sanskrit, "kutira".

(39) "Cot" (meaning couch) may have

been derived from the colloquial Endian

"khat". which has been derived from Lite

Sanskrit "khatta".

(40) "Cate" (as in Paradise Regained),

meaning "bought", appears to have been

derived from the Sanskrit "ereeta", meaning

bought. The word "Creeta" has been derived

from the root "eree", meaning "to buy".

(41
1

’’Band" or "bind" is akin to Sanskrit

"bandh", having the same meaning.

bUI - hauul

Iwri1li!“h;ii

lul

sil - itlm

inuiih —
innlki

inslial.

Cel-kutira

C’lIB - kliut

klKil'M

caK* c-recia

hmid =
tkindll
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(42) "Certain" appears to have been do

rived from Sanskrit 'satyamf.

(43) "Stand" akin to Sanskrit "sthana"

which lias been derived from [lie root "stha'\

mean Lug "to stand".

(44) "Oftef" appears to have been derived

from the Sanskrit ”arpan'\ which has been

derived from the root ”ri”

(45) "Thirst" appears to have been de

rived from the Sanskrit "trista".

(46) "Ginger” may have been derived

from the Sanskrit "sringaber".

(47) H aloe or hallow may have been a

corrupted form of the colloquial Indian "alo"

which is a contracted form of the Sanskrit,

"aloka", derived from the Sanskrit root

"look", meaning to see.

(4&) "1 leart” may have been derived from

the Sanskrit "hrit" which has been derived

from the root "hri”, meaning "to derive".

The heart is so called because it derives

blood from the essence of the food digested

in the stomach.

(49) "Rude” may have been derived from

(he Sanskrit "rudh” which has been derived

from the root "ruh".

(50) "Lucky" may have been derived

from the Indian colloquial "Luekv" which is a

corruption of the Sanskrit "lukshmi", mean

ing the goddess of fortune.
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(51} "Ration”,, meaning food, may have

been a modified form of the Sanskrit "rashi",

meaning food.

(52) "Pedo” is akin to Sanskrit "pad a".

(53) "Reg” is akin to Sanskrit "raja"

(king}.

(54} "Middle” may have been a modified

form of the Sanskrit "madhya".

(55} "Ostrich" may have been a modified

form of the Sanskrit "ustra" (a -camel}.

(56) Old English "boke" (modem English

"book"} appears io have been a modified

form o I i he Sanskri t ”byacl i” . which means

an "expression” as well as a "book". The

Indian colloquial "bahi" is only a corrupted

form of "bvacti".

(57} "Agin" (in Chaucer) means "turned

towards". It appears to have been derived

from (he Sanskrit "agra".

(5H) "Bollock" appears to have been a

modified form of Line colloquial Endian

"ballad* which is a contracted form of the

Sanskr it "balivarda".

(59} Greek ”piscis” (meaning faith} is akm

to Sanskrit ”b iswas" which is a compound

word composed of two words, vr=.. ”bi" and

"swas".

(bfi) ’’Male" (as in check-mate} appears

to have been a corrupted form of the Sans-

lalifn -

rashi

podll' [Kjdl

rug-nju

iniiiillu —
ma ilhjra
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kril "mrita" (dead) which has been iJ^rivud

from the root "mri", meaning In die.

(61) "Nose'" appears to have been a cor

r option of the Sanskrit "nasa" which has

been, derived from the root "nas'
r meaning to

inhale.

(62) " Stanza", akin to Greek "Stanio",

may have been derived from the Sanskrit

"G Iran do" meaning metre.

(63) Secure (old English "siker", as in

Chaucer) meaning "lo assure", appears to

have been derived from (he Sanskrit "swiker",

(meaning "to acknowledge'
1

) which is a com
pound word consisting of two parts, viz.,

swa (own) and "kara" (action), derived from

(he root ’kri
1

- to do.

(64) Sanskrit "look” is akin to English

"look".

(65) "Seethe" (to boil) has been derived

from (he Sanskrit "sidh".

(66) "Mix'" is akin to Sanskrit "mish".

(67) Kythe (in Chaucer), meaning "to

show plainly" appears to be a modified form

of the Sanskrit "kailta", meaning to speak.

(6K) Old English "elepc"., meaning "to

call"* is akin to Sanskrit "clepe" (as in kalpa)

having the same meaning.

(69) English "juice"' is the same as the

Sanskrit "juice".
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(70) English "soup 1

' is the same as the

Sanskrit "soup."

(71)
,r Twine " appears to he a modified

form oC the Sanskrit " lantri" (meaning

"thread"').

(72) "Paradise" is apparently a corrupted

form of l he Sanskrit " para-desh," (meaning

a superior land) winch is composed of two

words, viz., "para" (great, superior) and
" desh " (land).

(73) " Door " appears to be a modified

form of the Sanskrit, " dw-ar." having the

same meaning.

(74) "Yes" appears to he a modified

form of the colloquial Indian "os'
r

(Nepali,

etc.) which is a corruption of the Sanskric

" astu,
1

' derived from the root " os" mean

ing"to be,"

(75) " Serpent " appears to he an

abtidged form of the Sanskrit "serpa
"

which has been derived from the root "srip"

(meaning " to move ").

(76) " Brow " appears to be a corruption

of the Sanskrit " bhta "

f77)
"
Safe " appears lo be a corruption

of the Sanskrit "shuhha" (meaning "safe",

" benign ").

(78) "Barbarian
1
' is apparently a modified

form of the Sanskrit " barbar," meaning
|,J

uncivilised."

S<iup rillUp

duor-d tkmt

yCH-lLSlU

serpent
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(79) "Sound " appears to be a modified

form of the Sanskrit
Ir swana " (meaning

sound).

(SO) "Peer" appears to be the same as

Hindustani "peer" which has been de

rived from the Sanskrit " priya " (meaning

"favourite"). " Priya
11 has been derived

from the root " pri"

(HI) '’Money'’ is akin to Sanskrit

" mani", meaning a
H
precious stone."

(H2) Anglo Saxon "w- reache," meaning
" vengeance ", is akin to the colloquial

Indian rish,
1

' which is a modified form of

the Sanskrit " ir*ha."

(S3) French’
1

monsieur" is akin to the

colloquial Indian "m^shai" which is a corrup

tion of the Sanskrit
,r mahashaya ", a word

composed of two parts, viz., " maha "(great)

and ” ashaya " (stale, condition).

(H4) " Feud "
( quarrel j appears to be a

modified form of the Sanskrit " viwad "

(quarrel), which is compounded of bi

(against) and " bada ”
( speaking).

(ft5) " Lath meaning a piece of wood,

is the same as the colloquial Indian " lathi
"

which is a corruption of the Sanskrit "jaslhi,"

(fib) "Air" appears to be a modified form

of the colloquial Indian " haw a " which is a

corruption of the Sanskrit " vayu,' derived

from the root "ba," meaning to "blow."
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(87} " Lout " fin Chaucer), modified into

modem English "Loot ", is the same as the

colloquial Indian
,r

loot," which has. been

derived from the Sanskrit " lunlh.
1 '

(HK) "Sam" (Faery Queen, Book I, Canto

X. Stanza XVII), modern English "same 11

,

is akin to Sanskrit " sama,"

(H9) " Opal is akin to Sanskrit
11

upal ",

meaning a stone.

(90) Old Eng l is!)
11

kowlh", meaning
” renowned ", is akin to Sanskrit "kafhita.”

(91) " Quoth ”, meaning " said ", is akin

to Sanskrit
,r

kath.
,r meaning "to say."

(92) "Pynehe " (Chancer), meaning " lo

plait", is akin to Bengali " pain) ™ which

has been derived from Lhe Sanskrit " panj.”

(92) " Welter " (Anglo saxon "welton ").

meaning lo " roll ", is akin to the colloquial

Indian "ulia," which has been derived from

the Sanskrit "udbarta."

(94) Old English " warn ” (as in Pro

log Lie to Legend ofGood Women), meaning

"to refuse is akin lo Sanskrit "waran"

which lias been dcrtv ed from the root " bri."

(95) Old English "Bente" (as in Chaucer)

is akin to Sanskrit ” bandh."

(96) Old English "minnow," meaning
" a small lish ", is akin to Sanskrit "meena"

(meaning ” fish

E
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f9 7 > "Parrol" appear;; to be a contracted

form of the Sanskrit ” par-abat."

(9H) Old English ’'murrain'" (meaning an

epidemic.) appears to be akin to Sanskrit

"marak" or "maran."

(99) ” Curb” appears to be a modified

form of Sanskrit "kharba."

(100) " Roar"
1

appears to be akin to

Sanskrit ”rt>da". meaning "to cry."

(101)
11

Prevail'' appears to be a modified

form of Sanskrit '"prava]". meaning "strong."

(102) "Ago" appears to be a modified

form of Sanskrit " agre ", having the same

meaning.

(103) "Thatch” appears lobe akin to

Bengali ” ehaiteh ”. which has been derived

from the Sanskrit "e had.
11

(104) "Sooth" (meaning "[mih”) appears

to be a corrupted form of Sanskrit "salya”

(truth).

(105) "Mask” appears to be a contraction

of the Sanskrit "mukhasa " which is a com

pound word consisting of" mnkha ” (mouth)

and " sha" (that winch lies on).

(106) "Parvys” (as in Prologue to

Canterbury Tales), meaning a covered

entrance of a church, appears to be derived

from the Sanskrit ” pravesh" (meaning

"entrance”), a compound word composed

of 'pra
1

and 'vesha
1

.
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1

b

(107) "Lace" (from old French 'las"

meaning " chord appears [o be derived

from l he eolloLjuiai Indian "rash" which has

been derived from ihe Sanskrit " rash mi."

< L0K.> "Save" appears to be akin to

Sanskrit "set”, meaning " to serve," "to

nurse."

(109) " Conch " (from Latin "concha)"

appears to have been derived from the

Sanskrit
1
' sankha."

(1 10) " Vote" appears to he akin to the

colloquial Indian " vat " which is a contrac-

tion of Ihe Sanskrit " vac ” (voice).

(111) "Voice" appears to be derived

from the Sanskrit
11

vac."

(112) "Comer" (from old English

"coign " or " coin
,r

) appears lo be akin to

Sanskrit ” k«na.
,r

(113) "Rage" appears to be a modified

form of the Indian "raga” which, has been

derived from the Sanskrit root "rani", mean

i i ig "to colour."

(114) "Crude" (original meaning bad ")

is the same as Sanskrit " crcd
T1

(meaning

cruel).

(115) "Lay" derived from Greek "Laicos"

appears to be a modified form of the Sans

kril ' loka
r

, meaning people.

(11b) "Arrant" (Latin errans) appears to

IUL4!~rU sll
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have been derived from the Sanskrit

" aranya”, meaning " wild '\

(117) ” Unction", meant ng"actofannoint-

ing" appears to be a contracted form of tbe

Sanskrit "anga-sechaiT which is a com
pound word consisting of two words, viz.,

” anga " meaning body and "sechan
,r mean

ing " to smear/'

(IES) "Up" appears to be a contracted

form of Sanskrit " upari

(119) ’'Rescue'' appears to be a corrupted

form of "raksha " having tbe same meaning.

(129) ” Voyage " appears to have been

derived from the colloquial Indian "hatch"'

which is a corrupted form of the Sanskrit

"baryaya" or "baryayan". The former,

"baryaya" is a compound woid composed of

"bari” (water) ami ''aya"(to go). The latter,

viz„
n baryayan" is also composed of two

words,, viz. T bari (water) and ayan (to go).

(121) Deck (a low German word meaning

the roof of a ship) is a contraction of the

colloquial Indian "dhaka" fa cover >.

(122) "A ve" appears to be a modified

form of tbe Sanskrit " ashi" (meaning a

sword).

(123) " Behaviour" appears to have been

derived from the Sanskrit "byavahar". a

word companded of three words, vj'z.. bi,

aba, and bara.
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"Civil" appears to be a modified

form of which has been derived

from the word ,r

sava " (meeting). The eiy

mological meaning of " savya " is one who
is to si l al a meeting.

(125) "Amuse" appears to have been a

modified form of Sanskrit " amode ", having

the same meaning.

(126) "Cash" is akin to Sanskrit "kosha",

meaning r money .

(127) "Leap" is akin to colloquial Indian

" laph" which has been derived from the

Sanskrit " lampha ".

(12$) " Coarse " appears to have been

derived from the Sanskrit " karkasha",

having the same meaning.

(129) " Shackle " appears to be a modi

tied form of Sanskrit " shrink hala". akin to

colloquial Indian " shcekal ".

(130) "Murder" appears to be a corrupted

form of the Indian “piur-dhar"; meaning

assault.

( 13 1 ) "Concubine" is clearly a corrupted

form of Sanskrit "Kaianka-hahini." which

is composed of two words, v 12., "Karanka"

(a dish containing betel Leaves) and "bahini"

(a hearer).

It will be seen that some of the words

noted above, the number of which can he

multiplied indefinitely, may or may not he of

civLI-nah ya
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commoti origin ; but a good many of them,

which are mainly compound words, can be

proved to have been borrowed from Sanskrit.

It is not the European dialects only which

are connected with Sanskrit in the way we
have noticed* a linguistic debt of a closer

kind by Persia to India can also be traced

with a greater success and facility.

The next question which presents itself

is, how was it possible for the Europeans to

borrow words from distant India ? Tim

answer to this question will be apparent

from what we have already tried to prove in

the foregoing chapters, and especially in

chapters [ and IE. viz., the incontestable

fact that Indians of old used to travel all

over die world with commercial and cultural

objects in view, leading to the spread of

Indian culture and civilization, in pie-historic

ages, much beyond the territorial limits, of

presen t day India. The gradual waning of

Ihe spirit of adventure in the minds of the

people of India, due possibly to the horrible

loss of male population cuused by the

Kunukshelra war which took place about

5(1 (Ml years ago, appears to have been Ihe

reason why (he Indians of Later days cut

off all of their connection with the rest of

the world.
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Chemistry a>\d Medicine in Europe: tmd Egypt.

What has already been said leaves very

little doubt about India being the original

home of chemistry and medicine, if not of

other branches of human culture. There was

a time when Minerva and the sisters nine

enthroned themselves on the verdant plains

of India, radiant with the magnificent rays of

a glowing sun. The inexorable hands of

Fate have, however, turned the tables upon

this unhappy land which has been sinking

gradually into the deep abyss of ignorance

and intellectual torpor. Europe* on the

other Eland, has awoke from its age-long

slumber, and has, for the Last few centuries,

made a rapid stride through the mysterious

realm of the unknown, evolving a material

science which has instil Led a new life into

its timbs erstwhile benumbed with the

cold and cheerless touch of a frigid climate.

Intoxicated with the joy and infatuation of

a partial triumph over the ways of Nature,

modern Europe has been fervently running

through a region which might lead to an

approach to Paradise or to Hades. We.

in bewilderment, are at a loss to know
whether to follow it or to avoid it altogether.

Whatever that may be, the bewitching

India, tin1
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civilization of modem Europe was not what

it was a few centuries ago. It was nurtured,

while still in its cradle, by a wholesome ini Ik

flowing from the vigorous breast of ancient

India. To add to the evidences already

adduced til proof of this, let us enter into

a brief examination of the lives of Hermes

Mercuric us Trismegistus, the Egyptian

sage, and of Paracelsus,, the European

alchemist of the sixteenth century, persons

who have been regarded as the pioneers of

western chemistry and medicine.

Hermes Afercttrfaux Trismegistusr
„*

He was an Egyptian and lived in the

time of Pharaoh. He is universally regarded

to be the first of the western chemists. In

an article on the "Hermetic Books” of

this ancient sage of Egypt, Mr. Edward

Maitland writes " The sacred books of

Hermes,'
1

says Mrs. Child in her admirable

compendium, containing the laws, science,

and theology of Egypt, ''were declared by the

priests to have been composed during the

reign of the gods, preceding that of their

first King, Menes. Allusions on very

+ Mr. Ajiijidranaib CliatterjL, Sccjcta/y, In-

stitute of Hindu Chemistry, lias kindly collected

for me the Informal Lons given here on the lives

Li f H. M. Tristracgistus, Paracelsus, and Robert
Beyle.
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ancient monuments prove their great

antiquity. There were four of these books,

and the subdivisions of the whole make
forty two volumes. These numbers corres-

pond exactly to those of the Vedas, which

the Pnranas say, were carried into Egypt by

the Yadavas at the first emigration to that

country from Hindusthan."

As regards the mystic title of the cele-

brated Hermetic fragment, v/e., " Kore

Kosmou ", Dr. Wilder in liis intnvduction to

the work of Mr. Thomas Taylor, the Plato-

nist, entitled dissertation on the Eleusi-

nian mysteries" asserts that the name ''Kore
11

is Sanskrit, and that the Hindu goddess

"Parasupani.", also eailed "Gorcc", is identi-

cal with the Kore-Perscphonia of Hellenic

worship.'
1

Paracelsus.

One of the greatest and best known of

the medical occultists was Theophrastus

Bombast Von Holienheim. generally known

by the name of Paracelsus. Pie was bom in

Switzerland on the Loth of September

Much of his knowledge he gathered

from the Ciipsics (who arc of Indian origin,

and were a highly cultured people even in

the 1 6th century). He was renowned as a

healer wherever he went, and was often

sent for by men of high rank whom he
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cured after they hud been given up by the

doctors. He was an adopt in all the wisdom
of Chaldea, Egypt, and India. (See Life of

Paracelsus by Swainson).

Later on, Paracelsus travelled a great

deal. He visited Germany, Italy, France, the

Method imds, Denmark, Sweden, and Russia,

and it is said that he even went to India.

Every reader of die works of Paracelsus who
is also acquainted with the recent

revelations made by the eastern adepts,

cannot fail to notice the similarity of the

two systems, which, in many respects, are

almost identical, and it is therefore quite

probable that Paracelsus was instructed in

the secret doctrines of the teachers of occul-

tism in the East. The information given

by Paracelsus in regard to the seven -fold

principles of man, the qualities of the astral

body, the earth-bound elementaries, etc.

was then entirely unknown in the West.

(Sec Life of Pataeclsus by Dr. Hartmann.)

Robert Boyle.

The age of modern chemistry com-

menced with Robert Boyle (1626-1691). In

his works we find certain formulae which

appear to correspond to some given in Rasa-

sara by Govinda (8th century A.D.). In

order to avoid prolixity, a fuller discussion

of the subject is deferred to a later date.
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(Ocean of Indian Chemistry and Alchemy), in Lis^o volumes.

First volume, pages (Jirt + 5 + 25) Demy hvo. Second

volume, pages (296 + 23 + 2ft) Demy Svo. Best antique

paper. Nearly bound in cloth. Price Rupees six cadi

volume.

Compiled in Sanskrit iv. ilh English translation)

l-Sv BJl mlf In M n nhei] k

.VI.Al, Rasaehaiy a,

(Ayurvedk Physician) OMJ-

A, Grey SLiecL, Calcutta.

OPINIONS.

Albert G. Ingalls, Associate Editor. "Scientific American* :— I have

io thank you foe a most interesting evening devoted to ihc study,

admittedly somewhat superficial, of volumes I and II of your work

on Indian Chemistry and Alchemy. Western science has taken a

somewhat different direction Trent this, and to me, therefore, your

detailed account of the alchemical and healing arts was iuosi

fascinating.

These i

l,

-:.t.
,
,
l
i_Y have i'.iL-L'.ir Vi'i vn i\ spech/l pltiev j>J the fihnuy t.f ihe

JOiititui, re.-.e!Ti d {\»- nrfv n iVji /j tire imittittsh hWTjVi 1

trfpre.WiHiliiilt.

for the edification of future editor r-.

cu

Prof. M. W intern

i

u. of Lhc Prague [.'Diversity {Czecho

Slovakia) :

—

E am much obliged <o you for kindly sending me volumes 1 and

LI of your work, Rasa-jak-nidhi. 11 is an Interesting contribution to

our knowledge of Hindu Chemistry, alchemy, and medicine.
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m
Prof, Benhold Laufer of she FbcJd Museum of Naiueal History,

Chicago .

—

li in very kind of you to send me volumes 3 and IE of your

work on Indian Chemistry, a suLijeel in which 3 have always been

interestad. I wish lo shank yon cordially for giving, me this

opportunity. L think It will be very useful to have a complete

compendium of this important subject, such as you propose

E sbalJ look forward with great interest to the continuation of your

work.

w
The Chemical News of London, dated the J -6th Septem-

ber 1927

—

Alchemical Literature.

Two Important Indian Publications. 11 is becoming apparent

that Lbcie is a revival of scientific interest in Alchemy. Two new

and important contributions have appeared in India, and merit

attention. The first is a bound volume by Dr. Bhudeb Mookerji

M. a., entitled Hasa-jala-nidhi or Ocean of Indian Chemistry and

Alchemy, and is the first of a series lo be edited by him.

Hindu Chemistry and alchemy is a subject almost unknown
and our indebtedness lo the Indians' early contributions lo the

development of science was briefly dismissed in the Brief Outline

of the HisLory of science (by Dr. Gerald Drueel. bt are ihetvfiuv

vxpeiiiliti Wtsit'fal So lLV. Bhtidcfc Mtiu.k&rji ,'i.ir bin iimijuialhm. .

Derails are given for the preparation of mercury for use In me diedre

and for ff-iitix/trasitiis Usttf tit- basv titt-siih uriu gold, cle. The

bilingual tejd is accompanied by a glossary mid definitions and is

preceded by a valuable introduction...Of both works under review

it may be said chat further publications will be awaited w ith interest.

(51

Chemical ft ews o f London, dated 1 3-1-2S ;

—

Dr. Jllji idei Monfceiji has undertaken the heavy task of compil-

ing in afroun if? volumes, a systematic and comprehensive treatise

oit the almost lost and little known science of Hindu Chemistry.
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I (. Is ftrsl volume was well received, and the second pan has quietly

followed it. Succeeding volumes will be awaited with impatience

Dr. Bhudeb MookerjL1! second volume maintains the high ata.ada.rd

of his fust, and is a valuable contribution m alchemical literal ore.

<*)

Journal of Ihe Society of Chemical Industry (London), .May

IS, 19-28 :

—

Any chemist who is (a) dissatisfied with his family doctor, or (b/

lined of ions, pH, enzimes and en-vaicneies, may be recommended

to read this hook, where be will al least find much that is novel.

We fancy that most of his recipes will be new to the Society of

Chemical Industry This and much other remarkable and an

expected knowledge came Lo Mr. Mookcrji partly from ancient

books and partly from a learned yogi with whom lie studied.

Alchemy finds its place among Ihe iatro chemical remedies

We look forward wiih ill-controlled excitement to the publication or

Mr. Mbokerji's chemical investigations, but. in die meantime, there

can he no doubt of the efficacy of his remedies

Chemists will certainly gel their money's worth if they bay this

book.

E. J. Holmyard.

17 )

Sit Jagadish Chandra Hose :

—

Please accept my sincere thanks for a copy of ftasa-jula-nidhi

which I am looking Forward to reading with great interest. Of
eouise, in chemical Science, you should interest modem chemists

in Ihe achics emeni of Hindu Chemistry in tire past.

m
Sir C. H. Scialvad, Vice-chancellor, Bombay University . It is

indeed very creditable lo you to have carried on your researches in

Jndian l licmislry and to pablisli tlie results in such comprehensive

form. The publication is sure to artiact Ihe attention of all those

who are interested in making available to ihe public the past

achievement Ln the field of science by India. I will
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certainly ask the syndicate of Ihc university to give such encourage-

ment loyour work as they may think jwoper.

(?)

Dr. H. K.. Aon. u. a., d. sc. Professor and Hoad of the

Department of Applied Chemistry, University College of Science

and Technology, Calcutta

—

I thank you very much fhr the v L‘ry attractive copy of your Rusa-

jala-nidhi. Vol. [. [ enjoyed the read mg of Ihc whole volume

you have been able to make Ihe treatise extremely interesting. The

watt indicates etudilion and the requisite pin ieiue u f a selaolar

I am really looking fonvard to your subsequent voLumes, which

1 hope w ilt come out in rapid succession and justify Lhc excellent

promise given in the first volume

itoj

Prof. Arlhur B. Lamb, Director, Chemical Laboratory of

Harvard College, Cambridge, U. S. A :

—

1 have examined the hook with interest mid thank you foi It.

(II)

Prof. L. M. Dennis. Head of the Department of Chemistry,

Cornel] University, U. S. A
E Looked through Lhc bunk with mach Interest.

[ 12 ]

Prof. II. Nsgaoka of the Insiiiuie of Physical and Chemical

Research, Tokyo:

You were so kind as to uend me your interesting book ‘ Ocean

of Indian Chemistry and Alchemy.' which 1 read with much

interest I ant at present engaged with eleetrie expei interns in

tlie same domain of research 1 hope lo obtain sufficiently large

quantify of gold from meieary.

E have placed your hook in the library of tbc Institute so that it

will he consulted by those interested with the subject There is ait

old Chinese treatise on similar subject. I believe that it originaled

from India.
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"Englishman," Calcutta, May 30, 1927.

The woife is am amhitious undertaking and i> cnpcctcd to he

completed in Kl volumes. The book claims to he a comprehensive

treatise on Indian Chemistry and alchemy, an art almost losl

several centuries. It contains mueli interesting matter which

deserves lasting under modem laboratory methods. The author

describes several processes, by which he maintains, Ji is possible

to make mercury swaLlow, without any appreciable increase in Its

weight, much of gold and other materials. Another equally

interesting topic he has dealt with is the transformation of base

metals into gold. In view of the scientific attention thal has been

devoted to Ibis subject, there is no reason why the foimulac, as

given out in this work, should not he given a fair trial. These instances,

taken at random, ore fair samples of the startling and important

nature of the contents. The processes have been described in

detail and the author himself has given his agreement with them

from the result of his own research. The first Instalment from the

pen of Ihis author is promising. Etc deserves the thanks of all

orientalists and Indian chemists for rescuing a science that was in

great danger of being lost altogether. The work is heartily recom-

mended to the attention of those interested m Indian Chemistry.

( 1 *>
" Bharatvarsha H

die leading Bengali nragqiuue ofCalcutta :

—

The work, when completed, will no doubt prove to he the greatest

and the most comprehcirsi'i e treatise on Hindu Chemistry and

alchemy. Tire author is an eminent and successful physician,

and most probably he has been able to earn a high reputation by

prescribing the medicines described in Lite hook under review.

Physicians lit general, we arc sure, will be profiled by a study of the

book.

(IS)

Journal of Ayurveda, Calcutta, March 1928 :

—

These volumes are quite welcome, compiled as rlrcy are from

various works on Rasa-vidya from die age of Ramaehandra up to the

present time.
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Preparation of mineral acids (and other chemical medicines)

was known in Lml iu. according lo the author, as early as ilic age of

Havana, and not introduced by Ihc Portuguese as suggested by

Dr. P. C. Roy.

The treatment has been thorough and practical and is quite

Legible to all.

Tbc volumes arc a on It reading as die author introduces many

new informations in them. He had to study many ancient and new
works in a scholarly way before writing else volumes under review.

As he did not begin as an amateur, his work is bound to be reliable

and useful.

Tlie method of arrangement is very good—Ihc original Sanskrit

text has been given first, followed by English reading. Besides com-

piling. ihc author bad to write for himself pensions of Sanskrit texts

whenever he found something warning or lost, and this reflects a

great credit on the auLhor's profound scholarship.

The printing, paper, binding, and gel up are all that could he

desired. We recommend these volumes to all lovers of Ayurveda,

as the treatise may be said to have Introduced a new era in the

revival of Ayurveda. We anxiously await the publication of Ihe

icnudiing volumes.

To he had of

—

The Author, 41 /A, Grey Street, Calcutta and of all the principal

book-sellers of Calcutta ’ of Messrs. D. B. Tarapoievala Sons Jk

Co., 140, Hornby Road, Bombay
;
and of Messrs. Luzac£ Co.,

4ti, Great Russell Street, London, W. £'.


